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ABSTRACT 
A theory of rate Independent material response Is _developed 
In conjunction with a functional Integral approxlrrotion. The linear . 
term of this approximation Is used to represent the mechznlcal be-
havior of reactor grade polycrystalline graphite. The constitutive 
relat ion ls then applied to the case of one di mensional cyclic 
straining. 
A general three di mensiona l rate independent constitutive 
theory for the mechanical behavior of graphite is also developed. 
This theory Is then analyzed with respect to the avi:1 1 ·' · cyclic 
loading data obtained frOfll unlaxial experi~ents. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Purpose and Scope of Research 
The object of this dissertation ls the construction of a 
mathematical model of the mechanical response of reactor grade 
polycrystalline graphite, Ideally, a model makes It possible, from 
the u:;e of data gathered in a few experiments, to predict by logical 
processes the outcorre in many other circumstances, 
In our analysts the stress tensor Is taken to be a 
tensor functional of some measure of deformation. Invariance re-
quirements place restrictions on the _form of these functionals, If 
. a function Is considered as a mapping of a set of numbers onto 
another such set of numbers, then a functional may be considered a 
mpplng of a set of functions onto another such sot of functions, 
Involved In these mappings arc kernels, called material functions, 
describing the behavior of the material. For example, in the case 
of a !lnear viscoelastic material which is isotropic and whoze 
inechantcal response ls described by r.eans of a linear func-tlcnal, 
two material functions are needed, say the shear and bulk relaxation 
functions, 
The greatest port I on of this ~,ork is devoted to the 
derivation of constitutive relations for the scal ar and throe 
dimensional cases. Tho constitutive relations attemp t to describe 
the behavior observed In the laboratory in that the shapes of tho 
predicted curves fit the experirr.ental curves clos e: ly, so that 
extrapol~tt~n of the theoretical predicti ons cnn sa fely be based 
on these ex~e ri rrent s . 
Experimental dat a consisting of tensile and compressive 
stress-strain Clongltudlnal and transverse) data for unlaxlal loading 
para I lei to t h,;; thre :• major material axes Is avu l lab le . This dat.:i Is 
sufficient to determine certain of the response param0t ers In special 
cases, end It Is used as a quantitative evaluation of t he representa-
tion. 
It Is presumed that g- ;iphltu Is a rate lndependeint material 
which Is transversely lsofr..:·pic and hi s tory dependent. _These assump-
tions are, In fact, verified by exr,:.rlrr.ent . Many physlc:c,I systerr.s 
possess the property of having their output dependent only upon the 
present val ue of the Input. In the majority of c.:.ses, ho1·1ever, the 
output of a system depends In some t1ay upon the past h I story of the 
Input. For Instance, the temperature, at a given Instant of time, 
In an electr ic furnace Is not only dependent on the current flowing 
In th~ heating el ement at t hat Instant, but also on the past history 
of the electric current applied. · 
A material Is said to be rate Independent If the stress at 
eny Instant of ti me depends on the deformation history, but not on 
the rate at which the deformation history ~,as executed. For example, 
e linear viscoelastic material will exhibit different stress outputs 
for the same Inputs when these Inputs are applied at different rates. 
Graph I te, however, exh I b I ts the same output for a 11 Input rates short 
of Impact Intensity. 
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B. Graphite 
1. General characteristics 
Cnphlte In Its natural form, was doubtless known to pre-
historic man and may even have been put to use by sane _of the 
ancient civilizations. The first published reference to graphite Is 
found In the Natural HfsTory of Ferrante Imperato fn 1599 [I]*. 
hnperato called graphite "graphlo plomblno." The name graphite was, 
however, originated by Abraham Gottlob Werner. The sclentfflc Inves-
tigation of graphite began toward the e~d of the eighteenth century. 
In 1799 Karl Wilhelm Scheele discovered that graphite was mineralized 
coal. Allen and Pepys, showed In 1807, that charcoal, diamond, and 
graphite left the same residue after they had been burned. Since that · 
time much progress has been made. The crystal structure of graphite 
has been determfned. The thermal, mechanical, and atomic properties 
of graphite have been Investigated. Graphite has been produced 
artlflclally and It has lent Itself to many applications In 
Industry [2]. 
Sniphlte Is a form of pure carbon. Along with dfamond and · 
charcoal It Is one of the three forms of carbon found fn nature. 
The difference between thes~ three forms of carbon rs that diamond 
erystallfzes cubically, charcoal crystallfzes amorphously, and graphite 
erystallfzes hexagonally [3]. 
The fdeal graphfte crystal structure, as shown fn Ffg. I 
Page 97, can be seen to possess a layered structure. As a consequence 
• Numbers In brackets refer to entries In the bibliography. 
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of the ,..latlvely small distances between the carbon atoms In each 
layer, l.42A0 , strong bonding exists between the atoms In these 
layers. The bonding between successive layers Is na.ich weaker due 
to the relatlvely large distances, 3.35A0 , between these layers. 
This results In the easy displacement of the layers relative to 
each· other and accounts for the fact that graphite Is often used as 
a lubricant. 
Other consequences of this layered structure are evidenced 
by the pronounced anisotropy of many of the physical properties 
exhibited by graphite [4]. The various anisotropy ratios of graphite 
are now discussed In terms of the ratio of the "weak" axis to the 
•strong" axis. In Its "strong" direction graphite Is probably 
harder than diamond. For an Ideal sing le .crystal the anisotropy 
ratios of hardness may be as low as 1/100 or even 1/1000. Graphite 
Is extremely compresslble normal to the network planes and anisotropy 
ratios have bean estimated to be on the order of 104 or 105• It 
should be noted that polycrystalllne graphite consists of an 
agglomeration of smal I crystals at various orientations, with, on 
-the average, ·2oj free space or porosity. 
Aside from Its anisotropic properties graphite Is colorless, 
tasteless, non-toxic, and almost chemlc:ally Inert. Graphite has a 
very low coefficient of thermal expansion along with the fifth highest 
thennal conductivity of any material and It Is a good conductor of 
alectrlclty. l.klllke most materials the strength of graphite wlll 
Increase with temperature to at least 2500°C. Graphite has one of 
the highest strengths per unit weight of any materlal, and at 
4 
....,_natures above 1600°C It Is superior to any known metal or 
ceramic. 
2. Graphite as a Material with Memory 
Most materials have mechanical properties which are In some 
manner, dependent upon the past history of some mechanlcal varlable 
C,J. A materlal of this type Is corrrnonly described as a materlal 
with memory. If this material exhibits some mechanical property 
which Is Influenced to a great extent by events which have occurred 
In the recent past, and Is Influenced to a lesser extent by events 
which have occurred In the more distant past, then this type of 
•1'9rlal Is termed a material with fading memory. Various types of 
aeterlals are observed to exhibit various degrees of fading memory, 
and Indeed, materials with virtually no memory are also coornon. 
AA example of a material which lacks memory effects Is an 
elastic material. The present mechanical state of an elastic material 
Is not dependent upon Its history of deformation, but only upon Its 
present mechanical state. Thus, an elastic material has mechanical 
properties Independent of Its deformation history. A vlscoelastlc 
N1'9rlal often has a fading memory of deformation, since deformations 
which have occurred In the far distant past might have little 
Influence on the present mechanical state of the material, as compared 
with deformations which have occurred In the recent past and which 
have great Influence on the present mechanical s1ate of the material. 
In subsequent work presented In this dtssertatlon, functional 
relations which relate the present state of stress In a material to 
Its history of deformation will be dealt with. Functional relations 
of tbls type wlll be derived which, when applled to graphite, wlll 
be capable of describing certain mechanlcel properties of the 
•t•rlal. At room temperature, graphite does not exhibit the fading 
aemory property. In fact, graphite might be classlfled as a material 
with perfect memory. Events, I.e. defonnatlon histories, which have 
oc:curred long ln the past may have as nuch Influence on the present 
state of stress as events which have recently taken place. 
lbe physlcel processes taking place within graphite, which 
are generally thought to be responsible_, for this perfect memory 
property, are classlfled as plastic yleldlng phenomena [6], [7], [8]. 
Plastic yleldlng occurs In graphite at even the smallest strains 
contributing to the yleldlng of the material, and the effect of · 
these strains wlll be felt for all time. This Is the Justification 
for classifying graphite as a material with perfect memory. It should 
also be noted that room temperature graphite·, uni Ike mate_rlals which 
exhibit fading memory for histories which do not yteld the matertal 
_and are classified as elastlc-plastlc or elastlc-vlscoplastlc, never 
exhibits the fading memory property. 
3. Qualitative llechanlcal Response of Room Temperature Graphite 
lbe qualitative characteristics of the unlaxial stress-
strain relation for room temperature graphite as shown In Fig. 2 and 
as described In [10], [II], [12], [13], [14] are now described. 
It Is evident, from Fig. 2, that the stress Is some monotonic 
Increasing continuous function of the strain so long as the load ts 
applied inonotonlcally. This lmplles that along the curve C , 
(I.I> 
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wbe.-. 1l' Is the stress, E Is the strain, and f Is a monotone 
continuous function of Its argument. If the specimen under consider-
ation experiences a reversal of the appl led load at point A on the 
path C • the material wt 11 exhibit a permanent set ~(A) when the 
load has been completely removed. The permanent set Is a function 
only of the maxlnum strain achieved prior to the unloading, 
EJJ (A) = ~ (E(A)) (1.2) 
where g Is a function of Its Indicated argument. lmpllclt In (1.2) 
Is the assu119tlon that the pennanent set E*(A) Is dependent only 
upon the strain at the point of unloading. Similarly, for some other 
point B on C • 
E*(B) • ~ ( ECB)) < 1.,3) 
AA lnd.lcatlon of the dependence of the permanent set on the strain 
at the point of unloading will be discussed later. 
If the specimen of graphite Is reloaded at the point with 
000rdlnates (E*cA\O) Csee Fig. 2> the reload Ing path wfl I be different 
from the loading path. The Important thing to observe In this case 
Is that the reloading curve has a shape different than that of the 
unloading curve, and these paths do not coincide as they do for an 
elastlc-plastlc material. Thus, we have a hysteresis loop formed 
by the unloadlng-reloadlng process. 
Consider a specimen of graphite In Its undeformed state. 
Then If It Is loaded and 
7 
dE > O · u-.4) 
clt 
for· the entire p~ss, and fracture occurs at the point F, where. 
E(F) ls the value of the strain at fracture, the path C will be 
fol lowed untl I the strain E(f) Is attained. The form of the one 
dimensional stress-strain relation to the point of fracture will be 
derived later on In our analysts. 
Lat the material be unloaded at some point A on C. ,where 
O<E(A)< E.(F). · ct.5> 
This will result In a nonlinear unloading path. Unloading at some 
other point 6 on C, 
E (A)< E(B) < E<f:") (1.6) 
wlll result In another unloading path which will not, In general, be 
para I lei to the unloading path from point A on C , and 
E.il (B) > E~ (A) (I. 7) 
.Raloadlng at (E"'rA),O) will result, In general, In a nonlinear path 
which may not pass through the point A on C , but will Intersect 
- C at some smal I distance, d , to the right of A 
If, however, upon reloading frcm (E*(B),O) , the previous 
aaxl1111m strain ((8) Is not attained, but the strain E(H) Is 
reached, then the unloading path fran H to E•(B), as shown In Fig. 
2, ls followed. A most Interesting property of graphite Is that It 
behaves like an elastic material Insofar as there Is no further change 
8 
In the permanent set for strains which do not exceed a previous 
mxlrnum strain. In fact, If we let a specimen of graphite be loaded 
1o E(A) unloaded to E*(A) and then loaded and unloaded to these 
~ ) 
* two points a total of n-tlmes, the .loop bounded by E (A) and E(A) 
will then be traced out n-tlmes. For this reason graphite may be 
ccnsldered an elastic material In the above sense. 
Of the mechanical phenomena observed In graphite one of 
the most significant Is Its rate Independent behavior. All unlaxlal 
loading programs, short of Impact Intensity, which achieve a given 
fixed strain wt 11 produce the same stress-strain curve C. 
Consequently graphite Is classified as a rate Independent material. 
· The condition of rate Independence automatlcal ly rules out the 
possibility of observing any time dependent phenomena such as creep 
or stress relaxation In graphite. Consequently, and without any loss 
In generality, a convenient unlaxlal loading program may be chosen 
1o represent any actual unlaxtal loading program. 
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11. MEOfm I CAL K>OELS 
In an attempt to better understand the mechanlcal properties 
of room temperature reactor grade graphite, several mechanical models 
wlll be constructed. These models are presented here In order to 
obtain an Intuitive understanding of the mechanical properties of 
graphite. The models which wlll be described below have various ad-
vantages and disadvantages. A disadvantage coninon to all these models 
Is that they are one dlmenslonal. Three dlmenslonal relatlons can be 
developed within the framework of the lncrementa·1 theory of plastlclty 
which reduce to the equations obtained tor the one dimensional 
aechanlcal models - an Interesting method of doing this ls given by 
lwan [15]. Three dlmenslonal models have the disadvantages of not 
appealing to cur Intuition, being dlftlcult to construct and yleldlng 
unwelldy equations. The models which follow are slmllar to one 
another In that they may be constructed using only two elements, the 
spring element and the friction element [9], [16], [17]. 
The spring element Is defined as that element whose defor-
-•tlon, at any time, Is a function of the total applled force. This 
element Is plctorally represented In Fig. 3. The applied force Is 
denoted by A , and 1., Is the length of the spring at the present 
time. Let£' be the length of the spring Initially, or the length 
of the spring when A:O • Our definition requires that, 
A ::t'CE) (2.1) 
where E :.1.:-f Is the elongatlon. 
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For the special case when C2.I) represents the applied 
fot'08 es a linear functions of the elongation, the spring element 
becomes the usual Hookean element. The fol loving expression des-
c:rlbes the Hookaan element, 
A=kE (2.2) 
where k Is cal led the spring constant. 
The frlctl.on element, or friction block, Is plctoral ly 
represented In Fig. 4. The friction block Is sometimes called the ., 
St. Venant element. If the magnitude of the applied force A Is 
less than the maximum possible force between the block and the plane 
It rests upon (the critical value b >, then the applied force will 
not be of sufficient magnitude to move the block. This may be ex-
pressed by means of the fol lowing relations, 
then E= 0 
~nen E> o 
+hen ~~ 0 
(2.3) 
The fol lowing model has been constructed In order to give 
• qualitative description of the hysteresis loop exhibited by a 
- graphite specimen when continuously loaded In tension and compression. 
The model consists of three elements, two elements being Hookean and 
the other a friction block. This Is Illustrated In Fig. 5. 
Let E1 be the deformation of the spring with constant k1, 
and let E
1 
be the deformation of the spring with constant \<. 1 • 
The total deformation wlll be t., where 
II 
na. mathematical description of this deformation Is given by the 
,-1atlon 
C2.5) 
The deformation Ea, mJJY be determined by Integrating Ea. • Ei 
Is given by the following descrlptlon, 
A- ka.Ea =b o.nci A )0 imf>11 kaEa.-: A 
A- k&E"a :b o.ncl A< o imf\'j E,.= o 
o.nd At 0 . A- k1 Ea. =-b i't'l\pl~ k" E,. = A (2.6) . 
E&= o A-~E& =-b o.l"'ld A >O imp\'1 
I A- ka.Et I <. b ·,lllplic.s Ei. 0 
These properties are represented by the stress-strain diagram In 
Fig. 6. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that when the graphite sample 
Is loaded In tension the stress-strain c;;rve will follow the path 
C/7 as the spring with constant k , deforms and the lower ele-
ment remains stationary. The lnsta~t point F Is reached the 
critical value b Is attained and the lowe·r element of the model 
vii I begin to move, tracing out the path FB • If, however, the 
eppl led load Is removed at polnt B , the lower element wl 11 once 
again becane stationary a·nd preserve Its maximum deflection EiB). 
It Is, of course, assumed that the force of the spring wlth constant 
ka. Is less than b • The path BC wl 11 then be traced as the 
spring with constant k
1 
returns to the unstressed state. At this 
. point, the total displacement Is the displacement In the lower 
12 
•1-nt. it the mater-lal Is reloaded, the path BC. Is again 
followed and continues along B D • 
If• Instead of assuml·ng the spring to be I lnear-, It Is 
assumed that the general relation <2.1) holds and the general rela-
tions corresponding to (2.3) are obtained, a stress-strain curve 
analogous to the one shown In Fig. 6 Is obtained. This curve Is 
shown In Fig. 7. The Interpretation of this behavior- Is anelogous 
to that !;Jlven above for- the I lneer- model. This model Is a better-
description of the proper-ties of graphite then the llneer- model. 
It can be seen that this model hes the advantage of not 
allowing for any time dependent properties In the mater-lal. Thus, 
tbe material represented by ·Fig. 6 or- Fig. 7 wlll not exhibit the 
properties of creep, stress relaxation, or- dependence ·upon the rate 
of loading. A maJor- dr-awbe_ck of this model Is that whl le It may be 
capable of quantltatlvely duplicating a given stress-strain curve 
for graphite by defining the appropriate function In <2.1), It does 
not predict a permanent set for- any appl led stress less than b • 
11'us, one of the most distinguishing properties exhibited by graphite 
Is beyond the descriptive powers of this simple model. 
A IDdel proposed _by Jenki'ns [6] Is now constructed. Jenkins 
observed that the stress-strain curve for- polycr-ystal I lne r-eactor-
gr-ade graphite at room temperature Is parabol lc for- S.'181 I strains. 
He then constructed a model which yielded a parabolic law. This 
theory did not, however-, pr-edict a method for- deter-mining the value 
of the quadratic coefficient. 
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Jenkln's model Is based on the assumption that when 
graphite Is subjected to stress cycling under low compressive 
strasses the appl led stress Is large enough to only produce plastic 
deformations In Just a few Isolated parts of the structure. The 
aac:hanlsm of deformation Is assumed to be -plastic yielding. This 
plastic deformation ts limited by a restraining elastic matrix. 
The parts of the material undergoing plastic deformation are 
llllbedded In the restraining matrix and these parts cease to deform 
as soon as the applied stress within each matrix Is decreased below 
fbe yield stress b , of these areas. 
The 1118Chanlcal model for this type of deformation Is again 
aade up of a series of friction blocks and spring elements. Here, 
However, each block Is backed by a spring, as shown In Fig. a. Here 
fbe block wl 11 move only when the. appl led force A exceeds the 
frlc:tlonal force b • The motion of the block wl 11 then cease when 
fbe elastic reaction In the backing spring Is built up until It 
teaches A-b • The generalization based upon the above assumption 
Is ail extension of the model In Fig. a. It Is a series of equal 
~rlc:tlon blocks alternating with equal backing springs. As can be 
seen In Fig. 9, as the appl led force A Increases more blocks begl-n 
1o .,.,. with each block bul ldlng up a back stress In Its backing 
spring. If the applied force Is removed, the first element will 
relax only when the stress In the backing spring can overcome the 
friction force of the block. 
Applying this, Jenkins obtains the relation, 
14 
(2.7) 
where ~:½ Is the Inverse of Young's modulus at lnflnlteslmally 
small strains. The quadratic coefficient. 
flltfvely detennlned from Jenkins' theory. 
k , cannot be quantl-a. 
Jenkins also presents an 
equation which describes the unloadlng path for small strains In 
'hrms of a quadratic law. 
Woolley [8] has obtained a mathematlcal representation 
which predicts, accurately, the loadlng path of graphite. Whereas 
Jenkins' model Is val Id only for small strains Cup to 0.25%) Woolley's 
IIOdel provides a good flt for all values of strain and predicts a 
flnlte -ccmpresslve strength. Woolley. however does not attempt 
description of the unloadlng curve. 
Woolley assumes that a given specimen of graphite wlll con-
fain N. dlslocatlons distributed throughout Its Interior when a 
given stress Is applled. As In the previous mechanlcal model, each 
dislocation can be thought of as being represented by a friction 
block. Since the movement of each dlslocatlon ls limited by a 
restraining elastic matrix each friction block will be backed by a 
Hcokean element. Let the yield stress of each dlslocatlon be b. 
- It then fol lows that a given dislocation wl 11 remain stationary 
when the force on that dlslocatlon Is less than b • When the force 
on the dlslocatlon Is greater than b each dislocation wlll move a 
distance J, • Taking the average over al I the dlslocatlons In the 
specimen by defining an appropriate distribution function, Woolley 
obtains the relatlon, 
15 
(2.8) 
The constants Y and E0 depend on the elastlc modul I of the stress-
stral11 ralatlon for graphite, the method preparation of the graphite 
specimen and Its degree of preferred orientation. 
16 
111. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
A. Constitutive Functionals 
Let• graphite specimen G occupy a specific region ln a 
three dimensional Eucl I dean polnt space. We may conslder G to be 
aede up of elements, whlch are cal led particles of Ge • Let ,c. be 
the position vector of a generic particle X of G: In Eucl I dean 
space. Now If G. Is deformed In an arbitrary manner, then at some 
time ?- the generic particle X wl 11 b" at the place which has the 
position vector )( • The motion of the generic particle from 'X. 
to X Is denoted by, 
<3.n 
Thus, the function ~ defines the deformation process. Assume that 
at the present tlrne t, , the state of stress 6"(t) at a material 
point ,s a function not only of the deformation gradients at time t, 
but also a function of the values of the deformation gradients at all 
times prior to t . Here the deformation gradient HX.?:) Is 
defined as the gradient of °X(X,c-) and Is a second order tensor. 
In coordinate notation the deformation gradient at time t may be 
written as, 
(3.2) 
Thus, It Is assumed that tKe material response Is dependent upon the 
entire history of Its deformation gradients and a material of this 
type ts cal fed a history. dependent, or a memory dependent matedal 
[18], [19]. 
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The present state of stress In graphite Is expressed as a 
function whose value at any point X at time t Is exprtcltly 
expressed as the result of some operation upon the Infinite set of 
values assumed by the deformation gradients CNer some continuous 
function of time. Such an expression Is termed a functlonal. Hence· 
the present state of stress In our material may be written as a 
functional of the deformation gradients r a-,er the time Interval 
-oo(?'{t. Using the notation Invented by v. Volterra [20], this 
Is Indicated by 
Let us assume that our graphite specimen has been phys I cal ly 
standardized for use at some time, say "l"'= 0 • In our case this 
■lght c:orrespon~ to the time at which the specimen of pryolltlc 
graphite was removed from Its CNen. This allows us to rewrite the 
constitutive equation (3.3) as, 
t'-::t 
- a-(t)c 1!;'[F(-i,j) (3.4) 
'l'.O 
The prlnclple of objectivity requires that all constitutive 
"9latlons be Independent of the observer. Appllcatloo of this prlncl-
PI• allows (3.4) to be rewritten In the form [18], 
(3.5) 
where 'Jt(t.) Is the Plola-Ktrchoff or rotated stress tensor. R Is 
the rotation tensor obtained by a polar decomposition of F • The 
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polar decomposition theor-em states that F:RU where U , the 
right st~etch tensor, Is positive definite and syrrrnetrlc and the 
rotation tensor R Is orthogona I. E In (3.5) Is defined by, 
E("t)= -'i_ (U'J(,>-1) == ½ (F.("t)F('2")-I). 
U1 ~ Is cal led the right Cauchy-Gr-een tensor and c;. 
(3.6) 
Is the strain 
tusor. The above restrlctlon _due to objectivity, replaces arbitrary 
functional dependence upon the nine components of F by arbitrary 
functlonal dependence upon the six components of E. , since E Is 
synmatrlc. 
The constitutive relatlon (3.3) can be taken as the 
definition of a slmple materlal. The assumption that a material Is 
simple Is an ass~mptlon of II very general nature. Indeed, most 
1111terlal theories are subsumed by the theory of slmple materlals. 
f'or example, the theories of I I near and non I I near vlscoelastlclty, 
tM theory of dlslocatl.ons and various s·peclal theories are derlvable 
within the framework of the theory of slmple materlals. 
B. Rate Independence 
Thus far the material has been allowed to be dependent upon 
Its rate of deformat)on. By observing the properties of graphite 
one can conclude that while the stress may be dependent upon the 
deformation gradients It ls not dependent upon the rate at which 
the deformation Is executed. This Is analogous to the theories of 
classtcal elastlclty and plastlclty where the rate of deformation 
does not Influence the stress. If the assumption of rate Independence 
Is applled to the constitutive relation (3.5) certain slmpllflcatlons 
result. 
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la order 1o make the hypotehs Is of rate Independence exp I t-
c tt In the constitutive relatton 0.5) the strain history E.('n, "Z"'~O 
•st be specified In tenns of Its path In E. -space and. the rate of 
traversal of this path. E -space ts defined as the space formed by 
fM c:anponents of the strain tensor. 
Followlng the theory of rate Independent rnaterlal as deve-
loped by Pipkin and Rivi In [21], the arc length s(?°) which has been 
traversed up to tl_me t may be defined by, 
(l-)- [clE('Z"') • d E(~'>l d~' f
'r ~ 
s - d ?"' cl 't" J . (3.7) 
This function Increases monoton I ca 11 y f~r a I I adm I ss I b I e Inputs E ('i'). 
The field path In E -space Is described by giving the dependence of 
E parametrlcally upon the arc length. It has been assumed that the 
Nterlal was phys lea I ly standardized at '2":: 0, thus al I paths begin 
at ~ro strain, I.e. E(0)=O, and Sa~ when ~=t. 
A rate Independent matertal described by <3.5) may be 
written as 
·· for al I transformations 
n.a> 
(3.9) 
where S Increases monotontcal ly In time. The function O. 7) Is 







Is dlfferentlable at each point on the strain path and 
E:(O):O • then CJ.10) can be written as 
~,~ 
1f(~)=M d~s)J = (3 • . 11) 
, .. o 
Due to the ja~t that a rate Independent material does not 
,. 
exhibit any explicit dependence upon time, .It Is lntultlvely clear 
1hat the constitutive relatlon (3.11) wlil not allow for any time 
dependent properties such as ageing effects, creep recovery, or 
stress relaxation. 
"tt Is easy to show the valldlty of the above statement. 
Consider for the moment an arbitrary rate Independent materlal whose 
constitutive equation can be either (3.10) or CJ.II) In as nuch as 
<3.10) and <3.11> are equ.lvalent. Now a materlal obeying (3.10) Is 
defined to lack ageing effects If the mechanlcal properties of the 
•terlal In Its undeformed state do not change In time. This lmplles 
1hat If ageing effects are present they nust take the fonn of 
cbemlcal or structural changes In the materlal, since by (3.7) s(~) 
_ •Ill be zero for all times at which no strain Is applied. Thus, 
there can be no change In the state of stress In the undeformed mater-
ial since there ts no Input to the materlal In Its undeformed state. 
This mans that the constitutive equation CJ.10) wit I not allow for 
ageing effects, because In (3.10) a non-zero Input Is required to 
produce a non-zero output. 
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A Mterlal Is said to lack the property of stress relaxa-
tion If after the removal of an applied strain an Instantaneous 
stress rec:overy Is now fol lowed by a gradual stress recovery. We 
wll I show here that there can be no stress relaxation at constant 
applied strain. It Is obvious from (3.7) that If the strain Input 
Is constant the change In the strain with respect to the time varlable 
wlll vanish and the arc length wlll rem&ln constant. That Is, since 
}~ vanishes for any constant strain Input, there can be no fur-
ther Increase In the arc length. Thus, If the material ls loaded to ., 
• fl>C8d value of strain and then, at time t 0 • held at that fixed 
value until t • the equal lty 
(3.12) 
111st be satisfied for al I ~-=s. provided that no further strain Is 
appl led. Thus, It has b_een shown that any rate Independent mater I al 
wlll 110t be able to exhibit the property _of stress relaxation under 
constant strain. 
A •terlal ls said to lack the creep recovery property If 
upon removal of an applied stress an Instantaneous strain recovery 
_ Is not followed by a gradual strain recovery. In order to discuss 
the phenocnenon of creep recovery It Is necessary to have a stress 
Input. Let us, therefore, assume that the constitutive relation 
(3.10) my be Inverted. In this case we may write (3.10) In the 
(3.13) 
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The arc length 11K1st now be redefined If the stress ts to be the 
Input. Since the arc length ts defined on the Input space It must, 
In this case, be defined on the stress space In order that (3.13) 
be consistent with (3.10). Thus the arc length ts defined by, 
i-
''>-)-f[ cl"tl'(~'>. d1t('?"')]\ d~' 
$\" - d"l:' d'f• " 
0 
' (3.14) 
wbera as In ttie previous case an Inner product operetloo· ts lndlceted. 
Vlth this definition and the constitutive relation (3.13) It cen be 
shown that the meterlal will not exhibit any creep recovery proper-
ties. Al I that need be done Is to fol low verbatim the discussion on 
stress relexatlon. 
C. Functional Approximations 
TM stert of the twentieth century saw· certain Investiga-
tions made by various French methematlclans ln1o the nature of 
functionals. The most prominent of these were M. Frechet, his 
principal advisor J. Hadamard, and R. Gateaux. They showed that 
under certain conditions a functional could be represented as a sum 
of• series of 1111ltlple Integrals. Frechet [22], [23], In particular, 
showed that If U Is a linear functional defined on a set of 
- functions which has the property that If the functional U<f'n) 
converges to Ucf1 whenever tn converges to + uniformly, then U 
can be represented by a Fourier series. 
Y. Volterra [24] used a representation similar 1o 
Frechet's and showed how history dependent phenomena, represented 
by functionals, give rise to nonllnear constitutive equations which 
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•Y be represented es sums of rnultlple Integrals. Volterra then 
applied his results to history dependent physlcal processes In 
elasticity, electromagnetism, ard other areas of physics. 
Gnen, Rivi In, and Spencer (19], (25], (26], presented a 
fairly rigorous treatment of three dlmenslonal constitutive equations 
tor ·inaterlals with memory. They assumed that the stress tensor was 
dependent upon the entire history of the displacement gradients. 
They then represented the constitutive functional, using Frechet's 
theory_, by means of a sum of multlple ln_;egrals of the defonnatlon 
history with certain material functions as kernels. It was also 
assumed that the material was at rest before time -\:.:. 0 , requiring 
the domain of the constitutive functional to be In the space of 
bounded deformation histories • . 
Chacon and Rivlin (27], by making use of the Stone-
Weierstrass approximation theorem (28], have shown that any con-
tinuous functional can b_e uniformly approximated on a subset of D 
by • polynomlal In I lnear functionals fran L • where D Is a 
1opologlcal real Hausdorff vector space of tensor-valued functions 
and L ls a subspace of functlonals which distinguishes elements 
111 D • 
Lew [29] Improved upon the results of Chacon and Rivi In 
through a 1110re subtle use of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. Here the 
conditions Imposed upon the functional are less restrictive than 
those Imposed by Chacon and Rivlin. In particular, Lew shows that 
the functlonal must only be uniformly continuous In the weak 
topology defined on D _by L • 
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T. T. Wang Do] derived the Integral representation by 
•ans of Geteeux's theory of functional representations [31). 
Gat.aux's methO<I seems to provide an adequate description of the 
phenomenological processes taking place within the material whl le 
at the same time yielding the standard form of the Integral 
approximation. 
In the following section we will present a partlcularly 
simple formal method for deriving the Integral approxlmatlon.-
D. The Black Box Problem 
The black box (Fig. 10) Is defined as anything which acts 
upon an Input and produces an output [32). It Is not known why 
·boxes are black, but as Wiener [33) states, "boxes are ex officio 
black." The black box problem was first _formulated, In Its general 
form, by electrical engineers. An electrlcal engineer Is given a 
sealed.black box containing an unknown assembly of electronlcs. 
The black box has terminals for applying Inputs and other terminals 
for outputs. The engineer may then apply any type of electrical 
Input he can generate and then measure any output his equipment Is 
capable of measuring. His problem Is to determine the contents of 
the black box by this method. 
Problems of this nature are of fundamental Importance In 
aany scientific flelds. In fact, much of the research on the black 
bax problem Is being carried out In the life sciences. 
The analog of the black box problem In the mechanics of 
continua can be posed as follows. Suppose we are given a black piece 
of S0lll8 unknown material, then the problem Is to determine the 
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nature of the material by applying certain Inputs <stresses, strains> 
and by measuring the corresponding outputs (strains, stresses>. 
To be 1110re specific, we must determine the constitutive equation of 
the unknown materlal by experiment. 
Let us take an unknown, possibly nonlinear, material which 
Is represented by the blacR box In Fig. 10. Assl.ffle that the Input 
to the material Is the rate of change of strain with respect to the. 
arc length and that the corresponding output Is the stress. This 
means that the constitutive relation (3.11) describes this process. 
In general, the present state of stress of a nonlinear material depends 
upon the strain rate history In a nonlinear manner. 
The history of the strain rate can be expressed In terms 
of a system of quantities, which may be Infinite In number, and which 
exist at the present time. No assumption Is made concerning the 
nature of these quantities. All that Is being said Is that the 
blstory of the Input to the material Is expressible In terms of 
certain quantities. Since the material Is nonlinear, the present 
output, or the state of stress, may be expressed In terms of a 
-aon_l lnear operation upon this set of quantities. 
Let us see what can be said about the relation between 
Input and output without any further assumptions. This proble,n has 
been studied by many authors [33], [34], [35], [36]. 
We have asserted that the stra In rate h I story E. (S) can be 
described by means of the quantities, 
(3.15) 
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evaluated at "time" ~ • Thus the present state of stress may be 
written as 
c:5.16) 
where G denotes some non I I near operation • 
. '-t {h;(!o)} be any ccmplete orthonormal set of functions, 
1 ••• 
i . 
I l>,(Slhj<Sl ds - g :: ·:;n 
0 
(3.17) 
ECS) et any time In the past may now be expressed es en expansion 
In these orthonormal functions, -E (S) - I W;C~) hj(S) 
lwO 
(3.18) 
where Wi(~) Is the coefficient of the I-th orthonormal function In 
the expansion. Since the set {hi (sl} Is composed of known functions, 
the coefficient s {Wi<~>} completely describe E (S) from the 
remotest past up to the present -time. Thus, If the coefficients are 
~ we can reconstruct the entire strain history. 
The unknowns, In this case being the coefficients f,J/~)}, 
- -.Y be determined es follows. Multi ply (3.18) by hj (s} end obtain, -hjcs, E cs, == ? Wi C ~) hi <s> h_;<s>. 
,.o 
(3.19) 
Applylng the orthogonality property (3.17) end Integrating (3.19) 
over S yields, 
!
\ . 




la genenil {w.c~~ wl 11 be an Infinite set. 
Now asslfflt that the non I !near operation G In (3.16) ls • . 
general polynomial In the Wj ( ~) • Thus the Plola-Klrchoff stress 
t.nsor 11111y be written as, 






+ ~ C3"•••· W;C~)WjC~). ••. + .•.• 
~ .... o a . 
Hai, the coefficients _a, b; ., Cij , ••• , '3:j , ••• , •.• , canpletely 
describe the nonlinear operation, and we have the stress state In 
'teras of the strain rate history. Now substitute (3.20) Into (3.21) 
ad 1tle polynanlal becanes, 
We aay, however, write the s111111atlons as, 
00 




Substituting (3.24) Into (3.23) ylelds, 
(3.25) 
lbe _nonllnear system Is now conpletely described by the kernels 
f<n (~> ... > ~ n) • If It assumed that the stress state of the 
•tertal ts zero at t = 0 , then the constant term, a , must 
vanish In equation (3.25) and equation (3.26) Is obtained 
(3.26) 
E. 1be Relation to Plastic Work Harden!~ 
Tbe an: length parameter we have•been ~sing may be com-
pared to the strain hardening parameter of plastlclty theory. In 
the c:tasslcal theory of plastlclty the total strain Eij Is decom-
posed Into a plastlc strain P;j and an elastlc strain Qij • 
Tbe elastic stral~s are related to the stresses by Hooke's law. The 
relation between the plastic strains 
- given by the constitutive relation 
p .. =l 0 'J (' I p • / tC7t•· ··)1\' .• 
IJJ '.) ~ 
p .. 
'J 




denotes the deviatorlc stress tensor. 
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1bus It can be seen that In order to make use of a con~tl-
tvtlve equation of the type (3.27) It beoomess necessary to give precise 
aeanlngs to the terms loading and unloading, especially for general 
three dlmenslonal programs. In our theory, as can be seen from 
-(3.26) there Is no. need to arbltrarlly define a process as a loading 
or an unloedlng process. This Is because the terms In (3.26) which 
Involve the strain rate have components which change sign when the 
direction of straining Is reversed. Thus the relation (3.26) auto-
11111tlcally takes care of specifying whether or not a particular process 
Is a loedlng or an ~nloadlng process. Also each component of the 
strain rate matrix may change sign Independently of the other com-
p0118nts. Indeed, processes In which the signs of the components of 
the strain rate matrix change arbitrarily and at different times are 
possible within the formulation (3.26) without having to define a 
particular process as an unloading or a loading process. 
The plastic strain hardenln9 parameter z Is defined In 
terms•of the plastic strain rate, 
(3.28) 
- The yield condition Is assumed to be of the form, 
(3.29) 
Where the temperature Is not taken Into consideration. 
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A deformation process Is said to be strain hardening If, 
(3.30) 
A deformation Is defined to be a loading process when, 
(3.31) 
The loading cond ition may also be expressed as 
(3.32) 
If tbe onset of plastlc flow Is described by means of the 
von Mises .yield condition, 
tben the plastic st rain rate may be determined by means of the 
following relat ion 
where It Is assumed that the material Is Incompressible and 
Independent of temperature. 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
The above discussion of strain hardening plasticity points 
out the similarity between the arc length parameter '5 and the strain 
hardening parameter z . It also points out the advantage of our 
formulation (3.26) In that we have no need to define a process as 
being either loading or unloading. 
In (3.26) consider only the linear term of the expansion. 
In this case the kernel function can be suitably chosen In order to 
achieve equations slmllar to those of strain hardening plastlclty. 
la fact, If we work with only the plastic strains and devlatorlc 
tensors a theory equivalent to strain hardening plasticity can be 
obtained. If the kernel function Is chosen to be a Dirac delta 
function a speclal form of strain hardening plastlclty Is obtained. 
The object of both the arc: length and strain hardening 
parameters Is the Introduction of some degree of lrreverslblllty 
Into the description of the mechanical behavior of the material. A 
consequence of this lrreverslblllty Is that a stress-strain curve 
1t • .f'(E) cannot be retraced even If the variation of the strain 
E Is reversed. 
We have here, In effect, asserted that a given rate 
Independent materlal wl 11 have Its own Intrinsic time, $ or 'Z , 
associated with It. And by means of this time, which will In general 
be different from the actua I time, we can more nature I ly represent 
'the mechanical behavior ~f the material. That Is, the constltuttv"'e 
equation expressed In terms of the Intrinsic time wlli be a more 
utural representation of the material' than a constitutive equation 
expressed In terms_ of the actual time. 
iv. lHE SCALAR THEOR'I'. 
A. The Straining Program 
In this section a one dlmenslonal theory Is developed 
whose purpose It Is to obtain a relation behleen the scalar stress 
end the scalar strain. Thus, this theory Is an attempt to describe 
the stress-strain relation which Is obtained In the laboratory. 
This stress-strain relation Is obtained by performing a simple 
unlaxlal tension or compression test. The result of Just such a _ 
cyclic test· Is II lustrated In .Fig. 2. 
In order fo completely describe a one dlmenslonal cyclic 
stress-strain relation, . two strain parameters must be prescribed. 
The first !s the maximum strain, A , achieved prior to unloading, 
and the second Is the permanent set E * (A) • I f more than one 
unloading wlll be considered, then these two parameters must be 
prascrlbed for each loading cycle. 
Assume that a rate Independent material has been strained 
at IOffl8 given rate 'f' , and that this straining process has taken 
'the material from Its undeformed state O to some value of strain, 
-A • (see Fig. 2l. The effect of this deformation process Is best 
seen by observing the stress-strain curve for the material which 
begins at the origin O • and ends at point A • 
Instead of straining the material at rate r, assume that 
the material had been strained at the rate I r • If this new defor-
Ntlon process also takes the material from Its undeformed state O , 
to the point A , then the same locus of stress-strain points, 
t 
obtained above by deforming the material at rate r • would have been 
obtained. Indeed, for a rate Independent material, any straining 
program which deforms the material fr:an Its undeformed state O • to 
the po Int A • monoton I ca I I y • w 11 I trace out the same un I que path. 
Sl•llarly, for the release of strain, any rate p of r~lease of 
I strain wl 11 be equlvelent to eny other rate p of releese Qf strain. 
This means the peth between A end E't(A) In Fig. 2, Is Independent 
of the rate of releese of strain. Also, the restraining path will be 
rate Independent and so on for successive processes. Therefore, . 
without eny loss In generellty, the straining program, lllustreted In 
Fig. Ila, may be hypothesized for the cyclic stress-streln test. 
The straining program shown In Fig. Ila Is defined by, 
EC'?") : rn '2-
E (?")= m[i-} +(k-1Yr'1, 
EC?') : m [ ?'-1 + ~] 




0 < k "= 1 arid m > 0 • u.o 
- For this program E. changes sign at '1:=Ji. and again at Z"= 1 
Built Into this program Is the condition that the material wilt not 
return to Its undeformed state, when the applied load ls removed. 
The extension of the material, reletlve to Its undeformed state, 
observed when the epp I I ed · I oad hes been removed Is ca I I ed the 
permanent set, or the residual deformation. This corresponds to the 
actual behevlor of graphite which hes been previously described. 
111 Fig. I la the relative rnexlmum strain occurs at ?'• ~ 
ffl~ E* and Its value Is · r~ • The permanent set Is the value of 
the strain at ~ • 1 , or 
Thus k r.presents the fraction of the relative maximum strain 
which remains as the permanent set. 
(4.5) 
It can be seen from (4.2) that If k were al lowed to be 
unity we would have 
(4.6) 
In the tine ln1erval Ji <.1'" '- 1 . This means that, Independently 
of time, the value of the relative maximum strain would be retained. 
In short, when k-:1 the materlal experiences no elastlc recovery. 
If k were to vanish, then we would have fran C4.2), 
Ecm(l-'?') (4.7) 
This means that there would be no permanent set for ?•1 and hence 
the defonaatlon could be CQnsfdered as completely recoverable. 
Let us took at some of the properties of the program 
- (4.1) to (4.4>. By equation (3.7) the value of the arc length for 
straining Is, 1' 
S('t')::: f...; o~-rr,~'l • (4.8) 
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lbe value of the arc lengffl parameter for the release of 
strain process Is, 
1' 
S(?)=m~ +[f..i. lm[i-k-t-Z-'(k-1,;j?. • <4.11> 
·,~ ~ d~'L :1 JJ 
~Jr,. -,. 
Je. [,. 6-f ... -i-•c k-1)i d?"' = ,;. 1,.,;-rn-2<-k--n-1 di- , = 
=rr;." -t-rn(1-k)'?' <4.12> 
-Note that the sign of the square root of m 2(k-1) :l In 
(4.9f was chosen so that the arc length would always be positive and 
1lence would always be a monotonic Increasing function of time. For 
the arc length to be otherwise would be meaningless. Thus for the 
,..lease of strain process the arc length Is given by (4.12) when 
(4.13) 
where · k Is less than one and posftlve. Rewriting (4.12) we have 
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2s-km 
'2-= ;1m("1-k) , (4.14) 
.In the ti• lnterva I ½. ~ "e' ~ 1 • 




At this point E(S) can be written for the cases of 
straining, release of strain, and re-straining. 
-For straining, (4.17) 
_ For strain release, F=:m-s, '; ~ S ~ TY'\ (1-}) (4.18) 
For re-straining, E ...- rt1 (~ -t k-1), 'S ~ m (1- \) (4.19) 
Thus given a monotonic Increasing straining process and 
• inonotonlc decreasing release of strain process, only the relative 
aaxlmum strain parameter, ~ , and ·the value of the permanent set, 
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rn~:z. • ~d to be given In order to completely describe the history 
of the deformation process. This means that when we specify m and 
k we specify the strain history. 
B. Linear Term Analysis 
Lat us look at the previously derived Integral approximation 
(3.26). We assume that the material under consideration Is stress 
free In Its undeformed state. From (4.17), (4.18), and (4.19) we see 
that E.C5) = 1 for stra In Ing and E (~,,.-1 for the re I ease of stra In. 
In order for (3.26) to accurately describe a program of the type 
shown In Fig. Ila, It should feel the effects of the release of strain. 
The even ordered terms In (3.26) will not, however, feel these effects, 
l.e. the even ordered terms In (3.26) cannot tell the difference 
between a straining and a release of strain process. Thus we are led 
to conclude that If we wish to accurately model the mechanical 
behavior of graphite by means of (3.26), the even ordered terms In 
(3.26) should be omitted. 
There exists a strong possibility that certain types of 
graphite may need, aside from the I lnear term, higher terms In order 
to accurately describe the behavior of graphite under cycl le 
straining programs. Here, however, we week to ascertain as to 
- whether or not the t lnear term In 0.26) Is capable of describing 
1he qualitative mechanical properties exhibited by graphite under 
~lie straining programs. 
The I lnear term In the approximation (3.26) Is, 
~ 




TIie strain history Is known from experiment and therefore E ,~, may 
be found by applylng (4.17), (4.18), or (4.19). Now the form of the 
kernel function must be determined. Equation (4.20) states that an 
Increment In strain, dECs> produces an Increment In stress 
(4.21) 
which Is Independent of the values of the strain outside of the 
Interval (s .,S+dS) • 
f1"0111 our expel"lence with graphite we can make a good guess 
as to the form of the kernel function. If k(S) Is constant, then 
we have, 
<4·.22> 
....___ i.1 I 
., ... ,. l'i. s a constant. This ls a theory of elastlclty, since the 
stress Is a function of the strain. 
Now If k<s) Is a Dirac delta function, then we obtain, 
(4.23) 
where k" Is a constant. This Is a form of work hardening plastl-
clty, where the stress Is a function of the strain rate. Both (4.22) 
- .,d (4.23) are Inadequate for our purpose. 
We now assume the form of the kemel function las) which 
wlll be used In the subsequent analysis. In the discussion that 
1111118dlately follows, one 111Jst always keep In mind that whlle the 
variable, S , Is time-like due to the monotonic property of '5 , 
It ls a function of the applled strains and not of time. 
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The form of the kernel we wl 11 employ to model the cycl le: 
one dimensional mechanical response of graphite Is, 
(4.24) 
where n Is the number of complete reversals In the straining Pr<)A-
A . 
c:ess encl ~ Is the value of the arc length .parameter which corres-
ponds to the previous maximum strain experienced by the graphite 
specimen. The motivation for choosing the kernel func:t1on ·(4.24) fs 
clue to the consideration of two facts. First, Woolley [8] showed 
that a one dimensional constitutive equation In exponential form was 
able to describe the unlaxlal loading response of graphite exceedingly 
well. Second, the kernel function must be chosen so that the dependence 
of graphite on the previously att~lned maximum strain Is Incorporated 
Into the constitutive equation. This Is accomplished by Including n 
A 
and ~ In the constitutive equation. 
At this point let us see how wel I or poorly some other kernel 
functions, similar to (4.24), model the mechanical behavior of graphite. 
Also, by analyzing the properties of these kernel functions we shall 
~ where they fat I In describing the mechanlcal properties of graphite 
and obtain an Indication as to what ts needed In order to accurately 
clesc:rlbe graphite's mechanical behavior. It Is partly by analyses of 
this type that the kernel function (4.24) was chosen. 




With this choice of kernel function the linear constitutive relation 
'4.20) for sti-elnlng, becomes 
1tC';il= {•:p C-bslds, (4.26) 
llhere we have used E. (CS)= + 1 for straining. By carrying out the 
operation Indicated by (4.26) we obtain 
(4.27) 
It Is at once evident that (4.27) Is essentially the same 
~It as (2.8) obtained by Woolley from dislocation theory consider-
ations. Woolley has shown that a stress-strain relation having the 
fona of (4.27) Is an excellent flt to the straining compressive 
stress-strain data for graphite. 
Let us see how well a representation of the type (4.27) 
wl 11 represent the mechanical behavior of graphite for the release 
of strain process. For the release of strain we have 
' 11<~>• % fa- exp(-', bm~ + {:,p !- bW-ll d s • u.za, 
. ~ 
In (4.28) the term E (~) -::.-1 corresponds to the release of 
strain process and S=~ when ?'-. f/'l., • Integrating (4.28) 
and C10mblnlng terms yields, 
(4.29) 
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llbll•• as we have noted above, (4.27) will accurately 
clescrlbe the stress-strain curve for graphite for the lnltlal 
straining. the counterpart of (4.27) for the release of strain pro-
cass <4.29) Is not an accurate description of the observed phencmena: 
The reason for this Is shown In fig. 12. In fig. 12 we see that the 
strain release curve Intersects the straining curv~ wel I above the 
stress axis. This Is a phenomenon which Is never observed In graphite. 
Thus we conclude that the kemel function (4.25) falls In describing 
tbe cycllc straining behavior of graphite. 
The next kernel function we ~sider wt 11 also be seen to 
fall at describing the mechanical response of graphite. It Is pre-
sented here, however, because It Is felt that a representation using 
this kernel function can be applied to many other materials. 
This kernel function Is, 
l((~-s) =- c-exp Ca~-bs). (4.30) 
The I rnear functional (4.20) with the kernel function (4.30) can be 
thought of as a linear theory of rate Independent viscoelasticity. 
Whereas a viscoelastic material will have a fading memory of 
.clefonnatlon, our material has a fading memory of the rate of change 
- of strain with respect to the arc length. 
With this ke~I function we have for the Initial straining, 
'Jt{~)= cf exp ca~-bs)(-+1) ds <4.:m 
0 
:t exp<a~)[1-e-xp(-b~l]. <4.32> 
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la order for the,stress-straln relation (4.32) to have the properties 
exhibited by roan temperature reactor grade graphite ft Is necessary 
that the second derivative of the stress be less than zero for al I 
values of ~ >0. 
Fran 1he CIOndltlon that the first derivative be greater 
than zero we obta In, 
exp (-b~) L.. a/Ca.-b) 
This 1111)1 les that 
For the second derivative we have 
and this lnequal lty may be reduced to 
aa. 






'The left hand side of the Inequality (4.36) Is always greater 
than zero. Since b , Is positive and $ Is monotonic Increasing 
the right hand side of (4.36) tends to zero exponentially In ~ • 
Thus no matter how small the constant on the lef-t hand side of (4.36) 
Is, the right hand side of the Inequality will ewentually, with In-
creasing arc length, bec:ane smal I enough to violate the Inequality 
<4.36>. This lmpl les that at some point the stress-strain curve 
described by (4.32) wl 11 become concave. Actually the stress-strain 
curves for 11111ny materials, especially ductl le metals, exhibit this 
type of phenomena. Graphite on the other hand, being a brlttle 
•terlal does not exhibit phenomena of this type. It Is observed 
that the stress-strain curve for graphite remains convex untl I frac-
ture. It Is felt that the kernel function (4.30) might provide a 
su,ltable representation for rate Independent ductl le materials. 
At this point In our Investigation let us return to t~e 
kernel function (4.24) which we have chosen to represent the 
mechanlc:al response of graphite. For straining Ecs) .. +1, n 
~ wl 11 be zero. Thus we may write 
'!f C:il• J!xp (-bsl ( •11 ds = 
• 
: ~ [1 · exp C-b~)] • 
and 
(4.37) 
For the straining process we have, EC~)=~, and the first deriva-
tive of the stress may be written as, 
(4.38) 
For graphite the first derivative (4.38) must always be greater than 
zero for all ~ • Thus for ~= 0 we have, 
(4.39) 
end the constant C Is Interpreted as the tangent modulus of the 
gniphlte specimen at ~-: 0 , I.e., at the origin of the stress-
strain curve. 
From the condition thet the second derivative of the stress 
with ASpec:t to the strain, 
should always be negative we obtatn the condition that b> 0 • 
The value of the constant b can now be chosen so that the best flt 
to the monotonic lncreastng stratntng portion of the graphite stress-
stniln curve Is obtatned. 
For the release of stratn process, ECS)=-1,~:'i., 
and n• i for thts ftrst strain reversal. Here t= i ts the 
·arc length (strain> correspondtng to the point strain reversal. Thus, 
'% ' 'ft(~)=fc exp(-bsY+1)ds+ f c e)(P{~+nb(i-k)Ji-b~ (-1) ds 
• 0 J'l{ 
(4.41) 
Now, stnc:e for the l'elease of strain 
(4.42) 
the constant C na.ist be greater than zero, and the condttton that 
the second dertvattve 
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(4.43) 
be greater than zero yields the condition that b 1111st be greater 
than zero. These are the same conditions which were obtained for 
the straining process. There Is, however, the addltlonal condition 
that the stress return to zero at the permanent set. That Is, when 
the strain Is k('i) (or the arc length reaches rn-\< (~) ) the 
stress must be zero. Thus, 
or 
(4.44) 
"'' . For given values of 1i ( "i), C , b, I<, and m • equation (4.44) 
will determine the third material parameter, a . By using (4.37) 
we can obtain the value of 7t(M/,_). substituting this value Into 
!4.44) yields the following relation for determining a 
1 
( -bm) 1- e,cp ,--
for the process of re-straining 
~ reta Ins the value of M/2, • Hence, 
(4.45) 
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· :O+~fxp(-i(a-l<b~-exp [~""~ ~ - Kbm -b ~] • 
(4.46) 
When the graphite specimen has been re-restrained to the point of the 
previous maximum strain the corresponding arc length ls 
Thus 
where this result follows from (4.44). 
C. Ccmparlson to Experiment 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
We begin by assigning values to the constants found In 
the kernel function (4.24). The constant C has been shown to be 
the lnltlal tangent modulus. For the sake of comparison let the 
constant C • 428 lbs. Since graphite Is a rate Independent 
aaterlal any one rate of straining Is equtv~lent to any other rate 
of straining. Therefore let m • 1. In some suitable unit. say I/sec. 
Let b • 1./2 be the best f It to the monoto~ I c stra In Ing port I on of 
the graphite stress-strain curve. The pennanent set Is assumed to 
be 0.1 In our units of strain. Assume that our strain measure 
11111ltlplled by 3570 yields the strain In units of fo ln./ln. With 
th• above values for the constants we find that a Is approximately 
>. 
0.53. The constant ~ ls equal to 1/2 for both the release of strain 
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and re-straining processes and Is zero for straining. The value of n 
Is zaro for straining, one for the release of strain, and two for 
restraining. Thus we have, for straining, 
A 
C • 428 lbs., m • I, b ·• 1/2, k • 0.2, ~ • Y'\ • o • 
. for tMl release of strain and re-straining the first four equalities 
above are retained, but we have for the strain release process, 
A 
.n • •• ~ • 112. 
and for the restraining process, 
• ) 






E::. ~ , thus we may write down the values In 
TABLE I 
STiAIM ~i.?fl"I E=~ e - $12 i-e -~1;i. 11' (~) \'o~. 
000.0 o.o 1.000 0.0000 0.0000 
357.0 0.1 0.951 0.0488 41.73 
714.0 0.2 0.905 0.0952 81.45 
1071.0 0.3 0.861 0.1393 119.24 
1428-.0 0.4 0.819 Ovl813 155.15 
1785.0 0.5 0.779 0.221 189.35 
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The release of stniln process Is associated with the fol low-
Ing kernel func:tlon, 
8Ad the stress for this strain release process Is given by, 
. . i 
1t($)= ,gq.35"+ 1?>1.1.o~><p(-\ ~)(-1) ds 
1'($)c: ·,,q.3s- + 1!1o1.o~ [e)(p(-~~) -exp<·¾~ 





For 1he stniln release process the arc length Is equal to 




The stniln Is given by (4.18) and Is, 
(4.57) 
Thus• may now write the values of the stress corresponding to the 
stniln Inputs as shown In tab le 11. 
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TABLE 11 
$TaAN JA-1-'fn 1;' i E e-S~ 
1.499.4 0.6 0.58 0.42 0.7483 
1.21,.a 0.7 0.66 0.34 0.7189 
928.2 o.a 0.74 0.26 0.6907 
642.6 0.9 0.82 0.18 0.6636 
357.0 1.0 0.90 0.10 0.6376 
for re-straining the kernel function beccrnes. 
It fflen follows that the stress Is given by 
1f(~) : '121.:llp (O.~~s- -bs) d.s 
c.q 
1t ( ~) -= S S-G. (1 !-J~4{e x p (- o.'ls-)-cxp (- ¾ ~ ~ 
,t(~> = 3S-~[1.:24-1~4e1<p(-½~1]. 
for 1'9-stralnlng, however, by (4.16) 
or 














· Thus we have the values shown In tab le 111. 
TABLE I I I 
!>Tlt"IN -$/2 
p.trl/in 1" & E e 1tl~) lbs. 
714.0 ,., 1.0 0.2 0.6065 55.36 
1071.0 1.2 I. I 0.3 0.5769 103.32 
1428.0 1.3 1.2 b.4 0.5488 149.80 
1785.0 1.4 1.3 0.5 0.5220 194.30 
TIie stress-strain curve plotted fran these values Is 
. .-, 
shown, In Fig. 13, to closely reproduce an actual experlmental 
·graphite stress-strain curve for cycl le straining. Thus our model 
. appears to be II sultab le representation for the cycl le straining 
behavior of reactor grade polycrystalllne graphite. 
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Y. lHE ~E DU£NS IONAL lHEORY 
A. Invariants of the Tr-ansver-se lsotr-opy Group 
In this section the basic theory of the Invariants of the 
tnnsver-se Isotropy gr-oup Is given [37], Da], (39]. We star-t with 
the definition of a tensor- Invariant. Let A be an ar-bltr-ar-y tensor-
with n C0111)onents A1 1 A._ 1 ••••• An. If these components ar-e 
11111pped onto the components A\, A*.,_ .... A'~ by some I l~ear- trans-
formation of space, then a function H(A1, .... ,AY\) of the tensor-
C0111)0n&nts with the property that 
Is called an Invariant of the tensor- A. In (5.1) b. Is called the 
determinant of the tr-ansfonnatlon and '3 Is cal led the weight of 
the detennlnant. When ~:O the Invariant H Is termed an absolute 
Invariant and when ~,;lo the Invariant Is cal led a relative 
Invariant. 
Analogously, If {G} Is an arbltr-ar-y gr-oup of I lnear-
tn.nsfonnatlons L , In an n-dlmenslonal vector space V , then 
H Is an absolute Invariant of {G}, If for- ever-y I !near- tr-ans-
- formation L In [ (x l • 
HCLAi, .. ,,LAn)= 14(A\, ... ,A*n):: H(A1, ... ,A~. c5.2> 
.The set of functions Hi(A) which are Invariants of [<iJ for- each I, 
fOl"III an Integrity basis for {Ct} . 
If we ar-e given an arbltr-ar-y function H' on V which Is 
also Invariant under- { G ), then H' may be expressed as some 
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function of the functions Hj (A). Thus for a function of a single 
var.lab le, 
(5.3) 
and for a function of many variables, 
(5.4) 
where J Is a function of the Indicated variables. 
It Is worthwhile to note that the Integrity basis, as 
defined above, Is a function basis whlct, Is, In general, different 
from the usual basis for a n-dlmenslonal vector space. 
We can now state the most Important theorem In the theory 
of Invariants which Is due to D. HIibert [40]. A quantlc In any 
number of variables has a finite system of Independent lnvarlan:s• 
The transverse Isotropy group Is defined as that continuous 
group of motions such that al I directions In a material which are 
perpe~dlcular to the axial direction hare equivalent. It Is obvious 
that the transverse Isotropy group Is a subgroup of the orthogonal 
group. There are various types of transverse Isotropy depending on 
whether or not certain reflections are permitted as synmetry opera-
tions [41]. Graphite exhibits the type of transverse Isotropy which 
Is characterized by the admission of reflections In the planes 
perpendicular to the ~-axis as synmetry operations. This Implies 
that vectors of the type CO, O, h) wt 11 be mapped onto vectors of 
the tyoe CO, O, -h> by the reflections. 
We now state two basic theorems concerning the determin-
ation of the Invariants of the transverse Isotropy group. First, If 
,, 
the function H on V Is an Invariant of [G.} , then H may be 
expressed as a function of a finite number of Invariants of {G}. 
This Is a consequence of HI lbert•s theorem. Second, If [G} ls the 
,.-
fut I orthogonal group, then the complete table of Invariants can be 
expressed In terms of 
where u,v, ... ,w are vectors In V, (u,v) 
product of u.. and V , and [ u. 
1 
v, ... , wJ 
of the vectors u,v, ••. ,w. 
B. Mllterlal Synmetry 
(5.5) 
denotes the scalar 
denotes the determinant 
In order to achieve a completely general description of 
the mechanlcal properties of graphite, the constitutive equation for 
graphite must be written In a form which wl 11 exhibit the syrrrnetry 
properties of the materlal. In our case the problem reduces to finding 
the Invariants of a system of second order tensors under the transversely 
Isotropic group of transformations. 
(5.6) 
Js the general constitutive equation for graphite. In (5.6) 1i 
and E are synmetrlc second order tensors. Now If a given material 
obeying the constitutive relation (5.6) Is observed to be transversely 
Isotropic, then the constitutive relation (5.6) must be form 
Invariant under the group of transformations which define the trans-
verse Isotropy property. If the z-axls Is specified as the syrrrnetry 
a,cls of the material, I.e. the h-axls, then the transverse Isotropy 




along with the Identity operation. 
(5.7) 
E'Mploylng an analysis similar to that used by Adkins [43], 
[44] It can be shown that the Plola stress tensor 11'(~) can be 
e>cpressed In terms of a polynomial In the strain rate, where 71'(~) 
Is Invariant under the transversely Isotropic group of motions. We 
can then form synmetrlc matrix polynomials In the strain rate. We 
require that these matrix polynomials be Invariant under the 
transverse Isotropy group, then by- Introducing appropriate kernel 
functlpns the Invariant matrix polynomials may be transfonned Into 
our i"ntegral approximation [46]. 
llanls and DeHoff [45], [46] by applying the theories of 
Adkins and Pipkin and Rivi In deduced that a syrrmetrlc matrix 
polynanlal In the strain rate which Is Invariant under the transverse 
Isotropy group coincides with the polynomial formed by the lrre-. 
- duclble group of products of ECS) and 1 , where 
i= (5.8) 
• 
We CIClri)lne these products with coeff lc:lents made up of scalar Invari-
ants under the transverse Isotropy group. These scalar Invariants 
ar9 polynornlals In the elements of an Integrity basis for the 
Invariants of E (S) under the transversely Isotropic: group of 
transformations. The Irreducible group of products for any finite 
aumber of symmetric: 3x3 matrices has been derived by Spencer and 
Rivlin [47]. The expression for the Irreducible Integrity basis of 
scalers for Invariants of any number of symmetric 3x3 matrices 
under the transversely Isotropic: group of transformations has been 
derived by Adkins [44]. 
Fol lowing Spencer and Rivi In II symmetric: matrix polynomial 




A2 , Ba., AB+ BA, 
A"e +BA". Ae 2 • e2A1 
A•ea + e2A2. 
In the development of the one dlmenslonal constitutive 
equation there was no need to consider the transverse Isotropy of 
(5.9) 
- tbe graphite specimen In the theory. When considering general three 
dlaenslonal straining processes, however, the symmetry of the graphite 
sa111PI• 11Ust oc:c:upy an Important place In the theory. The basic: 
results which are needed In order to Incorporate the transverse 
Isotropy of graphite Into the linear term of the Integral approxl-
•tlon have already been lald d011n. If one finds It desirable to 
Include sane of the higher order terms of the Integral approximation, 
then the results of Spencer and Rivi In and Adkins for many 3x3 
•trices 111ay be applled. It should be noted that the number of 
1-nis which arise In the Integrals beyond the trlple Integral term 
becanes prohlbltlvely large. 
The terms In C5.9) may be applled to the llnear term In 
11- Integral approximation In order to take the transverse Isotropy 
Of the materlal Into account. To this end we set 
(5.10) 
IQ (5.9) where 1 Is defined by (5.a>". Since only the I lnear term 
Of (3.26) Is taken Into consideration we wlll, for the sake of 
consistency, retain only those terms In (5.9) which are linear In 
E (5) • Thus with this statement of consistency and (5.10) the 
tebl• (5.9) reduces to, 
where 
(5.12) ..... 
We now apply Adkins' results on the lrreduclble group of 
scalars for syrrrne_trlc: 3x3 matrices which are Invariant under the 
transversely Isotropic gro.ip of transformations. In keeping with 
the above statement of consistency, only those terms which are I lnear 
In E(S) are retained. This ylelds the lrreduclble group of scalars 
for a synmetrlc 3x3 matrix which are Invariant under the group of 
transversely Isotropic motions, 
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(5.13) 
la Index notation the I lnear term In (3.26) may be written 
(5.14) 
Tbe restriction of the Integral (5.14) to the description of a 
transversely Isotropic material Is now accompl I shed by combining 
the tenns (5.11) with the coefficients (~.13). Thus the description 
of the response of any transversely Isotropic rate Independent 
•terlal Is ac:compllshed by means of the followlng relatlon, 
~ . J {!<i<s>E<~>+ka.<5{E<s)1+1Ecr;.Jl(is)D1"EC":>~!-t k,i<s\fTrE<s>J 1 ~ 
0 . 
(5.15) 
In (5,;15) the l<i(~) are functions of their Indicated arguments and 
the stntSs and strain rate are second order tensors [46]. 
The pararnetei- S In (5.14) and (5.15) represents a genera 1-
lzatlon of the arc length used In the one dimensional representation 
- and It Is defined by, 
(5.16) 
It can be seen fran (5.16) that the arc length parameter S must be 
Interpreted In terms of the general three dimensional state of 
strain. Thus the kemei functions l<i(S) In (5.15) are also 
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func:tlons of the three dimensional state of strain. M:>re specif!-
cal ly the kernel functions K· (5) are functions of the arc length I . 
peninet.r which Is an Invariant of the strain rate tensor. 
C. The Six Dlmenslonal Strain Space 
Lat us look at scme of the properties of the arc length 
peramet.r. · Cons Ider f I rst the man I fo Id fonned by the three d l mens I on-
■ I syanetrlc second order tensors Eij • This manifold forms a six 
• I 
dlmenslona I I I near metric space. ' The metric Is defined by means of 
. E'11 and E <2l the scalar product of any two elements and this scal·ar 
product Is defined by the equation, 
(5.17) 
The ll0f'1I In this space Is formed from the scalar product, viz., 
(5.18) 
amd the dlsnnce between _any two points In the space Is given by, 
(5.19) 
Now let a tensor in this six dlmenslonal space be given 





WIii not, In general, be a nonnallzed tensor. If, however, this 
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per11118ter Is c:henged to the new scalar argument. as given by 
(5.16) then the tensor 
• ci) 
E •· = E •• 
'.) 'J 
vi 11 be • normal lzed tensor [48). 
(5.21) 
tbiozhllov has shown that for an arbitrary tensor curve 




By means of the rellitlons (5.22) It can be seen that the are 
nonna 11 zed and lll.ltua I I y orthogona I • 
1he appllcablllty of the equations (5.22) can best be 
seen by means of II two dimensional analog. On a eucl I dean plane 
• smooth curve Is specified by expressing Its position vector 
X=(i1.1 ,)(2) as a function If Its arc length 'S • The unit tangent 
vector e 1Cs) and the unit normal vector e 2CS) can be defined If 
. . . 
:X:<~) Is +.ttce continuously differentiable and If the vector X<s) 
Is nowhere zero. Then the vectors X(s), ei<s>, and e;i_(s) are 
r.latad by the Frenet forlll.ll11s 1 
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(5.23) 
The function 'i,(S) Is cal led the curvature. 
Thus for an arbitrary symnetrlc tensor the relatlons 
(5.22) can be thought of as a generallzatlon of the Frenet formulas. 
By 111Nns of these fomulas we can determine, for an arbitrary tensor 
blstory E {S) • a set of six orthonormal tensors at each point of 
the hi story. 
D. The Straining Program 
We wish to obtain results which wlll be appllcable to 
actual stress-strain curves. To accompllsh this a specific strain-
Ing program must be specified. To this end we assume that the 
•terlal Is strained from Its undeformed state and that there Is a 
alngle strain Input to each of the three prlnclpal material direc-
tions. The assumed straining program val Id In the time Inter-val 
0 ~ '2-~ ~2. Is, 
E C'r> = m, 1' 
" Ea,.f'c) = -VV',. i-
E~'\ct-, =- m!l 1' (5.24) 
E ut. <?')= E ,3 C'2"> = E,.3 (?'> = o 
111 (5.24) we assume that m 1, m'1, • and l"I'\~ al I have the 
same sign. With this assumption (5.24) represents a materlal with 
one axis In canpresslon and the other two axes In tension, or one 
axis In tension and the other two a_xes In compression. We wl 11 
only consider the case where the material Is strained when It ls 
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•llgned either parallel or perpendicular to tts h-axls. Thts Is 
clone so that our theory may be canpared fo the existing experlmental 
data. 
Appanmtly there Is no aval lab le pub I tshed experimental 
data which wl II enable us to detennlne the off diagonal terms of 
the stratn matrix~ Thus we are forced to consider only those terms 
on the main diagonal of the strain matrix. These terms which we ca 11 
~ Input to the materlal are functionally dependent upon the tenns 
on the main diagonal of the stress matrix, or the output. It Is 
evident that for this situation e vector theory could have been 
developed where the output vector Is given as some functional of the 
Input vector. A vector theory wou I d have been eas I er to deve I op• 
but It would have lacked the general tty of the present theory. Our 
theory Is capable of describing the shear behavior of graphite and 
IS soon as date of this type Is aval I able It can east ly be lncorpor-
•ted Into our formulatlon of the three dlmenslonal response of 
graphite. 
By the transverse Isotropy property of graphite It Is 
obvious that If the materlal Is strained and It Is obses:ved that 
r"rl,_ =m~ • then It cal'.' be concluded that the material Is being 
strained para I lel to the h-axls. 
The arc length parameter S may be cfetennlned by applying 
equation (5.16) to the straining program specified by (5.i4>. The 
strain tensor detennlned by the straining program (5.24} Is, 
&2 
(5.25) 
The corresponding strain rate tensor Is 
(5.26) 
The tntegn.-nd squared of (5.16) may now be written and It Is. 
(5.27) . 




Tbe relation (5.28) al lows us to write the strain and 




The trac. of the strain rate tensor (5.31) Is, 
-<5.32) 
The release of strain process corresponding to the strain-





- kt ] 
mi,(1-2 + < k~-n?' 
m 2 ( ~~ -1 + <1-k1 )~] 
m~l ~3 -i ,.(1-ki,)?:] 
C 11 ('?:') = E23 ('c):: 0 
(5.33) 
~re O~k1,k1 , kll~ i_ • The restrictions which have been 
placed on m 1 , m'1 , and m?I for the straining process 
•re retained for the release of strain process. The equations {5.33) 
- •re val Id In the time Interval ih. ~ '2'" ~ 1 , and correspond to 
• sl-,ltaneous reversal of all three Inputs at the Instant In time 
?' ~ 1/2. • Once again only terms on the main diagonal of the 
strain 111atrlx are taken Into consideration because of the previously 
given reasons. 
At tl)e point of strain reversal we have, as a consequence 
.of either (5.24) or (5.33), 
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For~ of the three Inputs there are three relative maximum strains 
(5.34) to which correspond three permanent sets. In the notation . 
used to descrJbe the permanent set In the scalar case (4.5) we have 
for ?:s 1 • 
(5.35) 
The strain rate matrix corresponding to the strain matrix · 








It can be seen fran (5.28) that the f I rst term on the right hand 
side of (5.39) Is equal to M/2. and consequently (5.39) becomes 
(5.40) 
which Is val Id In the Interval 1h b '2"' ~ 1 
uy be written as 
• Equation (5.40) 
(5.41) 
where (5.41) lsvalld lnthearc length l~terval ~b5~
1
~(1',A+N). 
When (5.41>. ls substituted Into (5.33) the strain matrix Is obtained 
- as• function of the arc length parameter. By differentiating this 
strain matrix the following strain rate matrix Is obtained, 
(5.42) 
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The trace of the above strain rate matrix Is, 
(5.43) 
Lat us now look at the re-straining program for the three 
41menslonal case, 
. I( 
Eu (l'l = rni c 1'-1 +- ½.) 
E,.1.<t)= 'NI-a. (1-'t- ~h) 
E'Ja ('21-: M~ C 1-1" - l<Jh) 
E'1~<~>= E'n<1'> = E23 (~).: o 
wheA the prevlously placed restrictions on m1, mz, l"'t'l3, kp k2,, 
and k, are retained. The strain rate m~trlx corresponding to the 
strain matrix defined by {5.44) Is, 
0 
(5.45) 
Thus In -the previously defined notation 
(5.46) 
By 111Nns of (5.40) evaluated at i- = 1 and the relation (5.46), 
the arc length parameter can be detennlned In the time Interval 
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"' 
51't1:%C.M.•Nl ~ [ N.d'r' 
= t1,. ( N • M) + .M. ~ 
Equation (5.48) may be written es 
(5.47) 
(5.48) 
and by using this the strain rate matrix may be written In terms of 
ttie en: length parameter, 
[~~ 0 0 l . E~- (S) = -my~ 0 'J 0 -"'J/.M. (5.49) 
The trace of this matrix Is, 
(5.50) 
The raletlons (5.49) and (5.50) are val Id In the Interval 't' ~1 or 
S~j(M•N). 
E. Discussion of the Kernel Functions 
• At this point only the six constants m1, m2 , m3, E1 , 
e",must be specified In order to apply our stress-strain , 
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,.latlons for straining. release of strain, and re-straining. These 
constants arise fran the specification of the Inputs to the material. 
Other constants wtll appear In cur ftnal fonnulatlon and they wlll 
be associated with the kernel functions Ki (51 • We now provide 
further reasons for choosing the arc length parameter as our measure 
of the defonnatlon and also explain how the kernel functions are to 
be chosen. 
We have previously endeavored to show, by comparison with 
the classtc:al theory of plasticity, that the arc length parameter 
Is a suitable measure of the mnount of defonnatlon which has taken 
piece within the material. Bridgeman has shown expertmentally that 
hydrostatic pressures do not cause any appreciable plastic defor-
•tlon In metals and the plastic defonnatlons have been shown to 
take place along shear planes. Thus In most theories of plastic 
deformation oqly the devtatorlc stresses are of any Import. 
lbeortes of plastic deformation exist which take normal 
stresses Into account. Some theories of granular work hardening 
' •terlals are of this type. In fact, In the theory of the plastic 
cavitation of granular materials It has been shown that the residual 
Increase In volume ts _not proportional to the work done In the 
- deformation, but to the arc length of the plastic deformation path 
(49]. Here the parameter which seems to provide a natural descrip-
tion of the cyclic loading behavior of granular materials Is the arc 
length parameter. 
Graphite may be classified as a granular material. Any 
polycrystalllne material which ts both mtcroscoplcally and super-
atcroscoptcally heterogeneous and anisotropic Con account of the 
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gnanular structure and the Individual defects In the structure of 
each grain), forms a statlcal ly lndetenn_lnate syst~ from the view-
point of structural mechanics. As the loading progresses the ele-
aents In this system gradually begin to deform plastically. This 
I• observed macroscop I ca 11 y as the monoton I c Increase In the 
coefficient of friction. White these piastre deformations progress 
elastic lnte~ctlons are set up between th& elements of the system 
and this Is Interpreted as the hardening of the material. Thus we 
... that since graphite exhibits the above propertle"s It may be 
cluslfled as a granular materlal. 
In sane of the theories of granular materials the arc 
Ieng-th parameter Is found to be a sultable parameter for describing 
the mec:hanlcal response of the materials considered. It has already 
beerl noted that the residual Increase In volume, In a granular 
•terlal, due to cyclic loedlng has been proven to be proportional 
·1o the arc length of the plastic deformation path. Thus the arc 
length should also be a sultable parameter for describing the 
aec:hanlcal behavior of polycrystal I lne graphite. 
· · This discussion of .the theory of the plastlc cavitation 
of• granular material and the previous discussions of work harden-
Ing plasticity tend to Indicate that the arc length should be the 
natural parameter to use In describing the mechanlcal behavior of .. 
graphite. There are many other examples pertinent to the use of an 
arc length, or work hardening parameter In classlcal plasticity 
and related topics, which have appeared since Odqvlst's work [50] 
which Interpreted the plastlc yleld condition In terms of stream-
llnes. 
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As In some of the theories of granular materials the 
aec:hanlcal response of graphite does not seem to lend Itself to 
deserlptlon by the devlatorlc stress or strains. We have assumed 
that the normal stresses also contribute to the plastlc deformation 
In graphite. Whtie It Is true that a single crys~1 of graphite 
wlll not be Influenced. to a great extent, by hydrostatic stresses, 
the 1111croscoplc problem of a, to a large degree, randomly oriented 
polycrystal I lne structure wl 11 be dependent upon the magnitude of 
these hydrostatic stresses. 
Hence fran both our geanetrlc and physlc:al arguments It 
appears that the arc length parameter Is Indeed a reasonable 
measure of the deformation of polycrystal llne graphite. 
The kernel functions ki (S) have been specified as 
functions of the arc length parameter which Is dependent upon the 
entire three dlmenslonal state of strain. From our experience 
with the one dlmenslonal representation of graphite It Is reasonable 
to ass1111e that the kj (s) are of exponential form. 
In fact, with the choice of the arc length as the Intrinsic 
ti• associated with graphite the exponential form of the kernel 
func:tlcn Is necessary In order that the three dlmenslonal theory 
- ~c:e to the previously derived one dlmenslonal model. That Is, 
when there Is only one strain Input the three dlmens·lonal theory 
should yleld the prevlously derived one dlmenslonal model. 
To this end w assume that the kernel functions are of the 
followlng form, for monotonic or cycl _lc straining 
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(5.51) 
The relation (5.51) has the same basic form as (4.24), but (5.51) ts 
of a different character. In (5.51) the para.'Tieter S Is no longer 
' dependent upon a scalar s tra in, buT upon the entire three dlmenslonal 
state of strain. Whl le we have conti nued to use the letter S to de-
note both of these parameters, In the one case S Is a path length tn 
a one dlmsnslonal spaco, and In the other S Is a path length tn a 
six dtmonslonal space. 
The value of the arc length corresponding to the reversal of 
strain ts again denoted by ~ * , and ~ Is the arc length corresponding 
to the unloaded condition. The value of 
1C 
-~ corresponding to the per-
manent set defined by (5.35) Is 
(5.52) 
For this case of three dl msnslonal strain the magnitude of the strain 
Is given by the scalar formed frcm the square root of the scalar 
product, 
(5.53) 
This Is also the norm of the six di mensional space formed by the 
components of the stra In ter,sor. The stra In Ing process we are con-
sl derlng Is woll defi ned Insofar as all thre9 stratn Inputs are re-
versed at the same tiffia, and It Is because of this that t hcro Is no 
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problem In specifying complete strain reversals. Hence we may specify 
n as the number of comp late stra In reversa Is. a, b, and the e j 
denote constants which are to be determined. In this menner the 
thrM dimensional f_onnal Ism we have developed wl 11 reduce to the 
previously derived one dlmenslonal case. 
F. Appl !cation of the Kamel Functions 
'The kernel functions (5.51) are now substituted Into the 
c:onstttutlve equation (5.15) while making use of the relations 
(5.30), (5.31), and (5.32). Thus the relation for straining In 
the Interval Of?:',%°, o,s~~, may be written as 
(5.54) 
Thus we may write, 
1fu(~):: h {[c1" 2Cz t C~-\ Cc.] ro1+[c~-\C,<l:mcrn2r'\~f1-eb~J, 
(5.55) • 
"ltu(~)c~{cl(Mt•m,-~,)+csl'l'l1•c1m,1 [t..e -b~J , 
1t•'I {~)2 ib { C')( rtlfNli m~ )tCsYll1,-C101 31 [ t - C -b~]-, 
,. 
because ~ • 0 • 
(5.56) 
(5.57) 
for the stnilnlng process In the II-direction we have, 
'in~ 
E11c~,: M s (5.58) 
and the first derivative of the stress In the II-direction ls, 
( 5.59) 
for graphite the first derivative (5.59) must always be greater than 
~ro (assuming that "'\>O ) for all ~ · • In particular when 
~-. 0 we have, 
.The constant on the left hand side of the Inequality (5.60) may be 
Interpreted as the tangent modulus of the graphite specimen for the 
stress-strain curve In the I I-direction. 




always be less than· zero we obtain the condition that 
The relatlon between the appl led strains and the stresses for the 
release of strain process, In the Interval ,r~?'~i or equtvalently 
~~ S~t(M+.l\1) , ts by <5.15>, (5.42), (5.43), and (5.51), 
lhl1(~-f}J-rt1a(i·lci>+m,(i·k3) 4C., . 0 0 
where we have set n21 and IA/2. _. Thus we may write 
~l~= 'lfu<~1!4 + ~~[c1t2C,._+ct+c"Jr""lk'1-1)+ [c~+ Cii)[""'t ckct> 
♦rY1a.Ci·kth"mi1-k3)]e;cp{ • f + \tyj [ei<p (-bf )-exp(-b~)] <5.63> 
1tJ~"I,. 1f12C~)t +t1~1"1'13(1-'t<3)+C3(rn1Ck11)+mz(1·k'1»rvi~< l-1<3 )]t-~~ t 







I.a In the one dlmenslonel case let us require that, In 
the I I-direction, the stress return to zero efter the completion of 
the ,..lase of stra in process. Hence, 
8'f rearranging terms we obteln, 
[c.1t 2-ct.~ Cs-tcJt{b[rn1( 1- e1._p(-b~ ))]+~l""i( '<1-t)l · 
· °'Pt a:-t 6f} { e-<p (-~"-)-etft ~ (!1+N~}j r 
. (5.67) 
~tC.j) :tt~E"'1:"m-;.~~il(1- e.:i'pC bf\J+i [m/k1-1)+mz_(1- K~) + 
- ~rr,i1-k~))expf·f ... bf }f exp(.-~;.\.)-~ l<Pt ~ (.t,,lt.N)]1-= C 
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lhe above e~uation wt 11 for given values of M, .N, ~i, 
mi, b, and Cj determine the material param::iter a . 
Let us now look at the re-straining process, 
· 
1 
1~t~rn1 0 0 7 [rf\1 0 
1t~):o1t(~) +fi o -m2 o 1,. zc2. o_ o 
~" \(1-l•N) 1 0 0 ·"13j O 0 1(.M:t 
(5.69) 
The first term o., the right side of (5.69) Is zero, because we have 
assumed that the strain release process returns the graphite specimen 
to a state of zero stress. Thus ~,e may wrl te, 
1r1'l(~)-= ll~'o f C1m2.t C?)(."'lfmt.-fYl3) + c~°'i j. 





• e><p [ .ir + bNJ le.Apt ~ (M. +.N~-eie.p(-bS~ • 
1M general trlaxlal equations for straining, strain 
release and restraining are now canplete. In each case the three 
dl111enslonal equations wlll reduce to the previously derived one 
dhnanslonal equations when only one Input Is considered. 
F. Concerning the Appl !cab! I lty of the Results 
In order to better see the appllcablllty of the results 
let us look at the experiments we have been using as a check of our 
theory. In these experiments a stress Input was appl led to a 
graphite sample In one direction only and the strains, being the 
outputs, were observed along the principle axes of the mater la I. 
Thus a stress was appl led to only one prlnclpal direction, the other 
two directions having no stresses applied to them. We then reason 
that If, In our theory, the observed strains are used as the Inputs 
~ ttle 1111terlal, then the theory should predict the correct experl-
aental stresses which were appl led to the material. This requires 
- that• should predict a stress In the I I-direction, but no stresses 
ID the 22- and 33-dlrectlons. 
'Thus we see that In order to apply the existing date we 
will have to assume the type of data reversibility explained above. 
Speclflcally, we nust assume that the stress Input-strain output 
da'ht can be used In our strain Input-stress output formal Ism. We do 
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aot know of any experlmental evidence which would tend to substantiate 
this type of revers I bl I tty of data, but we know of no experimental 
evidence which would tend to contradict this type of behavior In 
graphite. For the rnanent, however, let us assume that this Is a 
val Id type of behavior for graphite. 
The question arises: why not Invert the constitutive 
equation and obtain a relation with a stress Input and strain output? 
I• this manner we would be able to handle stress Inputs and apply 
the experimental data directly. There ere, however, dlfflculttes 
' I• using this method. The dlffleultles lie not In the mechanics 
of the Inversion process, but In the physical significance of the 
ere length of the stress path In stress space. An additional 
difficulty arises In finding sultable kernel _ functions to be used 
I• this representation. In the stress Input formal Ism the kernels 
do not. necessarl ly have to be related to the kernels In our theory. 
Even_1110n1, they do not necessarlly have to be of exponentlal fonn. 
Also, if we perform this Inversion al I of our arguments based upon 
'the ccnc:ept of work hardening plastlclty wl 11 no longer have any 
~llcablllty, and these arguments could not be carried over to ~pply 
to the arc length In stress space, since one does not usually speak 
-. of • stress hardening parameter. The arc length as a function of the 
stresses does not have the same physlcal significance as the arc 
length In strain space. To provide the Justification for the use 
of the arc length In stress space as the measure of the deformation 
would require a great deal of effort. 
At this point let us look at the consequences of the 
essu~tlon of revers lb I llty of the data. First this requl res that 
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Examination of equations (5.56), (5.51), (5.64>, (5.65), 
(5,71) and (5,72) Indicate that If the stresses in the 22- and 
33-directions are to vanish for universal _ loading in the 11 di-
rection, then we must have that c1, c3, and c5 are identically 
zero, or k1 : ~ c k3, The validity of the latter ·conditlon Is 
borne out by the experimental data, and hence this condi t ion Is 
used, 
One must not forgut, hO\rnvcr, that we have assumed that 
we can take stress lnput-strah output data and use it as if it 
were strain lnput-stres'.; output data. Errors wi 11 proba~ly arise 
because of this, This is not the only source of error in our 
development, 
Any discrepancy between theory and experiment may be due 
to our use of the I !near term In the integral approxi mat ion, In 
applying the Integral approximation (3.26) to the basic constitutive 
equation, the first term of the approximation was taken to represent 
the mechanical response of graphi t e, while the remaining terms were 
neglected, It might very wel I be that this single term of the approxi-
ration Is not sufficient to describe the mechanical response of 
reactor grade graphite, Engineers have found that the linear term of 
tho integral approximation Is not al~iays sufficient to describe the 
mchan lcal behavior of some rr.aterial s, For exar..p le, ~fang and Onat 
[51] have shown that even the first few terms of the integral 
approximation do not yield results which can pred ict, ttith reason-
able accuracy, the nuchan ical behavior of 1100 aluminum at 300° F. 
This situation may also exist for the g2noral three 
dil!l.'.!ns lona l response of sorne types of reactor 9rade 9raphite. If 
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so, th~n perhaps there ts an argu~nt , stro_ng enough to outwe igh 
ergumants of complexity and unwieldiness, to Include higher o"rder 
terms of the approximation In order to obtain a better representation 
of the machant"c.:1 properties of graphite, HovIever, as Plpldn has 
pointed out [52] there Is no guarantee that the addition of more 
terms of tha approximation wl 11 produce a better approximation. In 
fact, the addition of Just a few higher order terms miiy yield an 
epproxlrr.atlon which Is less a:::cl•r ate than that obfolned with the 
I I near term e lone. Thus If h lgher order ten11s are neoded we cannot 
say hov1 many more terms wl 11 suffice In order to get the Job ·done. 
Also, there Is no theory of convergence tthlch we c11 n apply to our 
Integral series. 
H. Comparison to the Experimental Data 
Consider a sp:,:;lr,~i:'1 of graphite exhibiti ng one weak axis 
and 'hlo strong axes. The weak axis Is In the I I-direction. Thus 
ell data taken tihen the materlal t1as loaded para I lcl to the II-
direction I'll 11 sh0\'1 that the data for the 22- and 33-directlons are 
the same. If the specimen of graphite Is loaded parallel to the 
22-dlrectlon then we trl 11 obtain three different st rain outputs. By 
reversing this data we find that tie should have three Inputs to the 
11atertal and· tt10 zero outputs. The fol lo11 lng data Is the result of 
loading a graphite specimen para I lel to Its 22-axi s . The relatlve 
11aXl111Ums are determined by, 
M1 ::. 4,>Do} 
1"\~ .. ~~ 5"00 C 5. 73) 
TTl3 = 3,500 
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.using these values we fi nd that 







The process defined by the above constants wl 11 be referred to as 
case I. 
When the materlal was strained parallel to the II-direction, 








W. find that, 
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The constants (5.78)-(5.82) trill sorve to define the process tie will 
refer to as case II. Straining parallel to the 33-dlr-ectlon Is equi-
valent to straining parallel to tho 22-dlrectlon and thus thero Is 
no need to consider this pro~ess separately. 
For case I we have the followtng baslc ·equatlons for 
straining, 
11'11 ( ~)=~bf (ct+2c,t Cs-+cJrnj+[ct c,il(- m 1+ m, + m~)} • 
•[1- eiCp(-b~)] <5.83> 
where 
Eu = -m1 7: 
~=M.?: 
1\'2A(~)= i¼b{c 1m/c 3c- ro\+m2t•""3) ~ C s-m1j • 
• [1- e1Cp(-b ~~ 
where 
where 
E2 '2 =- m, '2-
11'$! (~"~bf C1m3-t-C.i-Y'f'l1+ rn2+~3)- c~ m~} 







For tbe release of strain In ease I, tl'le baste equations 
.,.., 
1ttt(~ .. 1"11(13,0'I0) + lb [Cc1+ .?c:i,+C5+C"1 r'II\_{ 1- l<th 
+[c,tc411(mt (1· k1>+mi k1-J)+rn3c1- k\ >1} • (5.90) 
•e'l(p [a~\+ bN] [exptb}li.J-e)(p(-b~TI 
.... 
E1, s m1[ ~ -1 + <1.- k1)l"] (5.91) 
is t( 1'1-.N) +.N 2' (5.92) 
1t~ifi)= '0'21(:13,o"(o)-+ Jb [c.Jmi. (k~-1)+ 
-+C1[n\1C1·k1)~ma(k~-n+ m!(1· k~+ Ct m1(i•k1)f • (5.93) 
•~(p ( 3.f\. + b.N J [c:.cpCb/1)- e)(p(-b~)] 
llber. 
E12.=m1 [i- ~+(1-k-z)"c-'] (5.94) 
·1l51C~h '1f3~(13,o"lo)+ ;b {c1m3 c1-k3 ) + 
~[rn1(1-1<1)-+rnll<i.-1> + m 5(1-k~>] +cs M1 ( 1- \(1 )} • (5.95) 
•~p ( ~ 4- bNJ [expCbf)- e.xp(-b ~)] 
are 
EJ\ ~ mi[ ~-1-H1-k3)'2·] . (5.96) 
E.quatlons (5.90)-(5.96) are valtd for 1/2.~1:~1,r~~~l(M.+N) 
For rutralnlng In case•• the basic equations are, 
11'il( $)t Jb{-1.ct 2c1 ~.-C..lrn,1+[~tc-11 (-rni+m,+ ""3 '>J• 
-~p [ 4f + bN] {e,r.pf!cl'-\~.N~-e)(p(-b~)} 
f u= m1. < 1- ?'- ~, ) 
$ = ~ CN-M )-+ 1-\. '?' 
~ . 
'ftu. (~)= M.b{C11'rl1 t-C~(- m1~""2-+ m 3 )- Cs-mi J-
-eJCp [ a~ +bN] {E)(f[-~C.M.+N)]-exp(-b~l} 
tu-: m.('?'-1+ ~) 
1 . 
1tsl~> ... Jt\bfc1m!+c,c-m1+m2+""'3)- Cs m1}· 
e-cp [ ~+blJ] {e~pf\(M1-ln]-c,cp(-b$~ 








The basic equations for case 11 have already been stated and 
1bey are (5.24) • (5.28), (5.33), (5.40), (5.44), -(5.55), (5.56), 
(5.57), (5.63), (5.64), (5.65>, (5.70>, (5.71), and (7.13). In all 
these equations we must set m.z. :- M 3 • 
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111 case I the stresses In the 3}- and II-directions 
should be zero for straining, the release of strain, and re-straining. 
Thus (5.83) reduces to 
and (5.90) reduces to 
Cpc1+2c2 ~c;+c" 





Equations (5.104) and (5.105) are essentially the same relation to 
within experimental error. Constants which satisfy (5.104) will 
very nearly satisfy_ (5.105). These conditions obtained fr0111 the 
re-straining equations are the same as those obtained fran the 
stralnfng equations. 
Fr'QI equation (5.88) we obtain the condition 
(5.108) 
- 111d fran equation (5.95) we obtain 
,s.109> 
V. also COnslder (5.108) and (5.109) as essentially the S5118 relation 
to within experimental error. 
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Similarly In case II from Equation (5.57) wo obtain the 
lndopondent equation . 
(5.110) 
We set 
b = 0.0001 s- . (5.111) 
es the best ~ It to the monoton I c stra In Ing portion of the stress-
stre In curve of case I. t:h'.ln ~=.t,,1/;2 we see that 11'n(~)= 3ioo lbs. 





Equation (5.112) comes from (5.86) and equation (5.113) comes from 
(5.55). 
Solving equations (5.108), (5.109), and (5.112) simultan-
eously yields 
c1 = O.~~A 






Equations (5.113) and (5.104) yield 
o.'l'1o 
0.111 • 




Substituting the appropriate values Into (5.86) ylelds 
(5.120) 
frcm which we obtain the values In table IV, which describe the 
straining process. 
TABLE IV 
?' ~ 1t(~) lbs. E: JJ- in/in 
o.o 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.1 2,608 1,358 2,550 
0.2 5,216 2,276 5,100 
0.3 7,824 2,897 7,650 
0.4 10,432 3,317 10.200 
0.5 13,040 3,600 12,750 
The constant a Is found by requiring that the stress 
1"9turn to zero when the strain Is released to the value of the 
pennanent set. In th Is manner we f Ind that 
(5.121> 
'The equation for the release of strain (5.93) bec:anes 
(5.122) 
fn:1111 whlc:h we obtain the values In table V. 
TABLE V 
-
~ E l"-i,Yil'\ ~ 'It(~) \b5. 
0.6 15.298 2.323 10.542 
0.1 17.555 1.421 8.334 
o.a 19.812 763 6,126 
0.9 22.010 300 3.917 
1.0 24.327 -29 1,709 
For ntstnalnlng we substitute the appropriate values Into 
(5.100) and obtain 
(5.123) 
for which we obtain the values shown II} table VI. 
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: TABLE VI 
'i' ~ 11'(~) I b $ • E 1"' '?fn 
I. I 26,934 1,428 4,258 
1.2 29,542 2,397 6,808 
1.3 32,150 3,052 9,358 
1.4 34,758 3,495 11,908 
1.5 37,366 3,794 14,458 
Tba values of the stress In the II- and 33- directions are less than .,, 
0.50 lbs. when the strain Is i3,QL/0µ.4'\. 
Lat us now consider case II. Fran the equation for straining 
(5.55) we obtain (5.124) which upon the substitution of the appro-
priate values for the constants yields 
(5.124) 
Table VII shows the values obtained fran (5.124). 
TABLE VI I 
' ~ 11'(~> lb~. 
E p..i~ 
1n 
o.o 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.1 5,012 1,946 4,960 
0.2 10,024 2,864 9,920 
0.3 15,036 3,296 14,880 
0.4 20,048 3,500 19,840 
0.5 25,060 3,597 24,800 
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Equation (5.63) ylelds the following relation for the release of 
atnln when the ·appropriate values are substl_tuted. 
(5.125) 
ID (5.125) ve have used the following value for a. 
a= o.00001CJs (5.126) 
which was obtained by requiring that the stress return to zero when 
the strain attains the value of the permanent set. Table VIII Is 
obtained fl"OIII equation (5.125). 
., 
TABLE VI 11 
?' ~ 11'(&,) lbs. E JA- i?fn 
0.6 29.422 1.804 20.386 
0.1 33.784 880 16.071 
o.a 38. 146 396 11.755 
0.9 42,102 161 7,440 
1.0 46,419 23 3. 125 
for the re-straining process, equation (5.70) with the 
appropriate constants yields the fol lowing relatlon, 
Fl'OII this equation Table IX Is obtained. 
TABLE IX 
't' ~ 1H~> lbs. 
y.,io/; E In 
I. I 51,880 1,950 8,184 
1.2 56,892 2,870 13,144 
1.3 61,904 3,303 18,104 
-
1.4 66,916 3,507 23,064 
1.5 71,928 3,60~ 28,024 
·-
The curve obtatne:d f :-.:-:n tables IV, V, and VI Is I _I lus-
trated In Fig. 14, and the curve obtained from tables VI I, VI II, 
and IX Is 11 lustrated In Fig. 15. 
Thus we seo that the theoretical and the experimental curves 
are In agreemant In case I even though a cc:~.blnatlon of the data for 
the 22- and 33- d I rect I ens 1·1ere used In the theory. More spec If I ca I I y, 
the data for the 22- and 33- directions should have been Identical as 
11 c:onsequenco of the transverse Isotropy property, but . th Is tias not 
the ectua I case as can be st.cin by compa1·t ng the experlmenta I curves In 
fig. 14a and Fig. 14b. 
In aise 11 the f It Is not very good, ho:-iever, the stra Ins 
ere extremely large and this may account for the discrepancy between 
the:~ry and experiment. When applying th~ Integral approximations 
to such large strains It has often bean found that foe I lnear term of 
the cipproxlmatlon ls not sufficient to closely descdbe the mechanical 
behav ior of the: considered material t1hen the strains .:re very large. 
With this In mind our theoretical curvo seems more reasonable. It 
Is folt that the consideration of tho third ordor t erm of the Integral 
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approxltn11tlon viii yleld a theoretlc:al curve which more closely approxl-
•tu the experimental curve. 
Note that we have suc:c:essful ly obtained the result of 
brilng negllglble stresses In the directions to which there was no 
stress applied In the actual experiment. This combined with the 
raults for the 22-dlrec:tlon In case I and I I-direction In c:ase 11 
oonstltutes a reasonable model of the three dlmenslonal mechanlcal 




VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOi 'HENDATI 0!-15 
It should be clearly understood that tho kernel function 
(5.51) Is well defined only for straining programs where the strain 
Inputs to the material are reversed slmultaneously. ~/hen this occurs .. 
the paramaters n and ~ can be specified. If this simultaneous re-
. > 
wrsal does not occur, then n and $ cannot be determined without 
further definitions. 
In order to corn;:>letely det~rmine the kernel function ~,hich 
Is valid for all straining processes it would be necessary to obtain 
SOll8 Information concerning the off-diagonal terms of the strain 
matrix. One way this could bo accomplished is by performing tests 
on a graphite specir.en when it is not aligned parallel to any of Its 
major axes. Other types of tests might also be develo~~d particular-
ly some Involving multiaxial loading . 
Our one dirrenslonal theory ls, along with ttoolley's work, 
the best description of the one dirrensl onal ~echanical behavior of 
graphite. It ls also the best description of the one ·dirr.ensional 
cyclic straining behavior of graphite to be found in the literature. 
The only other description of this type of cyclic straining is that 
of Jenkins and as rrentioned in the first chapter It has sevare 
11 itations . 
Our three di mansiona l theory is the only one of its type 
which has been app Ii cd to graph I tc , and in this respect is 
ca:ipletely original. It is the only integral theory which can be 
applied to materials which deform plastically. Only its range of 
applicabi lity need be determined , 
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In the development of our formal Ism which was appl led to 
the inec:hanlcal response of reactor grade graphite no basic assumption, 
aside frcm rate Independence, was made concerning the nature of the 
Nterlal up to the point the form of the kernel functions were 
assumed. Because of this we may reasonably expect that this theory 
viii be applicable to other rate Independent materials and perhaps 
to even materials with almost rate Independent response. In particular 
11'1s fonnulatlon seems readily appllcable to the description of soils, 
C0ocrete, and strain hardening metals. 
Looking retrospectively at the mathematical model derived 
bere we see _that the equations look similar to those equations 
encountered In the I !near theory of vlscoelastlclty. Frcm this 
Observation we may term our theory a theory of vlscoplastlclty, or 
sane other term which may prove more appropriate. 
The question arises as to the use of our theory In solving 
bcundary value problems. It would be very desirable to solve even 
1be 11105t simple boundary value problem. There are two basic stumbling 
blocks to the solution of this type of problem. First, we must 
dlSCOYer how to convert the natural boundary conditions, given In 
farm of time and position, to boundary conditions In terms of the arc 
- leagth. Second, we must find a solution to the field equations which 
bec:ana unwieldy when written In te~s of the nonlinear arc length. 
It should be mentioned that our theory Is capable of 
predicting a yield surface. In fact, by following the work of 
librgan [53] a yield surface can be predicted which can be Interpreted 
as the usual yield surface encountered In the classical plasticity 
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ttleorles. It Is possible that by this means one equation cen 
be developed which wlll desclrbe the entire range of an elastic-
plastic mterlal. That Is, It may be possible to develop one 
equation which <:an describe the cyclic straining behavior of an 
•lastlc-plastlc rnaterlal In both the elastic and plastic ranges. 
A.turning to graphite It wou Id be very Instructive to 
obtain both one dimensional and three dimensional hysteresis data 
for the Bauschlnger effect In reactor grade graphite. Because of 
• lack of data for graphite In reversed tension and compression 
tt. cese of bysteresls around the origin of the stress-strain 
curve was not analyzed. It Is felt that the present theory will 
N capable of predicting this type of behavior adequately. 
lbena are areas, outside of mechanics, where the type of 
adalysls we have employed might prove extremely useful. Pipkin and 
RlvllB have shown that a theory of the type we have developed Is 
dlrectly appl lc:able to the theory of magnetism [54]. Our theory 
algbt also be applied to some of the problems In the biological 
sciences where Input-output systems can represent the biological 
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Fig. I la. The Straining Program 
~lg. llb. The Corresponding Stress vs. Arc length Plot 
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